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Abstract: More and more retirees are given the choice to allocate their pension investments 
with either their traditional employer-based pension plan or with mutual funds. Due to these 
developments, mutual funds increasingly provide pension products. This master thesis 
examines the performance difference between 78 U.S. dedicated mutual fund pension products 
(DMFPPs) and six U.S. traditional defined contribution funds. Performance is measured 
relative to style-adjusted benchmarks and is taking the fund’s cost component into account. 
Applying a single-factor and multi-factor model, I find that dedicated mutual fund pension 
products, on average, significantly underperform compared to traditional defined contribution 
funds. I will interpret the findings in the context of the agency cost debate, where mutual funds 
are more exposed to hidden costs than pension funds and extend the interpretation with the help 
of the fund value maximization and public choice theory. An equilibrium view concludes the 
thesis, where sophisticated investors, with time and skill, can find a more suitable investment 
with DMFPPs than with their traditional defined contribution plan.  
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With an aging population and current low bond yields in the U.S., sound retirement decisions 
with a good financial outlook become more and more important. Around the evolving risk, the 
United States, which has the most developed and largest funded pension system in the world, 
with an estimated size of around $24.5 trillion in 2016, is in a state of transition (ICI, 2016). 
Three trends become visible: 1) A continuing shift from defined benefit to defined contribution 
pension plans, 2) less generous social security benefits and 3) a structural shift in company 
pension plans toward individual pension plans, such as Individual Retirements Accounts (IRAs) 
(Bodlak, 2008) (Brown & Weisbenner, 2014) (Viceira, 2007). As a result, the responsibility of 
generating a decent pension investment shifts from the employee to each individual. These 
individuals are bearing more risks associated with capital markets and longevity (Bodlak, 
2008). Hence, the current and future working generation’s retirement is at risk. This 
development is boosting the market for asset managers and investment organizations, such as, 
mutual funds to participate in the retirement and pension business. As shown by the Investment 
Company Institute, the allocation of employer-based defined contribution pension assets in 
401(k) plans grew from $1.739 billion in 2000 to $4.860 billion in 2016, of which the majority 
of around $2.881 billion is managed by mutual funds (ICI, 2016). The growing demand for 
mutual funds to offer pension products, which go beyond a simple mixed equity and/or fixed 
income fund, created a market for new innovations like qualified default investment alternatives 
(QDIAs), which are usually asset allocation funds like personal target-date funds, lifecycle 
retirement funds, balanced funds, managed accounts or investment structures with high cost 
efficiency. These funds can be characterised as a portfolio or “fund of funds,” developed as 
simple investment solutions for retirees, where the asset allocation mix becomes more 
conservative as the target-date approaches (Lemke, 2013). Ideally, retirement investments 
should be expert and low-cost (Bauer & Kicken, 2008). Consequently, there is an ongoing 
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debate on the cost-effectiveness of pension funds vs. mutual funds, which is also described as 
an agency cost debate by Bauer and Kicken (2008). Accompanying these trends, the economic 
motivation for the following research topic “Traditional defined contribution pension plan vs. 
mutual fund pension products”, is to find out where individuals earn a higher return for their 
retirement, when given the choice to invest their pension with either dedicated mutual fund 
pension products (DMFPPs) or their traditional defined contribution pension funds. Since 
mutual- and pension-funds are often managed by the same asset manager or investment 
organization, the management processes, investment decisions, administrative- and cost-
structures, on a fund level, give different mandates for retirement investment decisions. Thus, 
the resulting performance review of the different funds might not only be interesting for 
individuals and financial planners, who represent the buy side, but also for asset managers who 
want to stay competitive in such a heavily growing market.  
    From an academic point of view, researchers have generally tested performance differences 
of pension and mutual funds in different geographic areas and asset classes. The most recent 
studies found that U.S.- and Global-equity and Canadian fixed income mutual funds 
underperform pension funds, concluding that higher mutual fund fees cause the 
underperformance (Ambachtsheer & Bauer, 2007; Bauer, Cremers, & Frehen, 2010; Bauer & 
Kicken, 2008; García, Agudo, & Reñé, 2012). However, older studies found the opposite. 
Pension funds, with much greater discretion over asset reallocation, have systematically poorer 
investment performance than mutual funds (Berkowitz, Finney, & Logne, 1988) (Bogle & 
Twardowski, 1980). So far, the related literature dedicates its focus on the general comparison 
of pension and mutual funds. No attention has been given to specific pension related products 
offered by mutual funds like QDIAs, which are supposed to provide higher cost-efficiency, 
hence questioning the “agency cost debate” (Bauer & Kicken, 2008).  
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Therefore, I decided to examine the performance difference of the previously mentioned funds 
with traditional DC pension funds, leading to the main research question:  
 
1. How do U.S. dedicated mutual fund pension products (QDIAs) perform compared to 
traditional defined contribution pension funds? 
 
In detail, this study attempts to analyse the performance differences of the Thrift Savings Plan 
(TSP), a traditional defined contribution plan for approximately 4.8 million employees and 
retirees of the United States civil service and uniformed services with DMFPPs, such as QDIAs. 
I examine which type of fund can outperform its benchmark and compare the direct 
performance differences among themselves. The TSP is the equivalent of a 401(k) plan for 
federal workers. Of the total ten available TSP funds, six are analysed: five lifecycle funds 
(QDIAs) and one individual government bonds fund. I compare the performance of the six TSP 
DC pension funds to a sample of 78 U.S. mutual funds. These are validated as DMFPPs, based 
on criteria such as advertisement of the fund, type 401(k), Roth 401(k), IRA or other type of 
private sector saving plans accreditation and are then matched with the TSP funds based on 
asset allocation, management approach/processes and average fund duration. The whole sample 
of 78 U.S. mutual funds can be divided into 56 “Target-Date” (TD) funds, 10 “Income 
Retirement” (INRT) funds and 10 “Short Government” (SG). A single-factor model (Jensen, 
1968), as well as, a multifactor model developed by Carhart (1997), which is an extension of 
the Fama-French three-factor model (Carhart, 1997; Fama & French, 1992) are applied on 
monthly returns, over a time period from September 2009 to September 2016, for the 
performance analysis. The fund’s risk adjusted returns are regressed on matching benchmark 




    Apart from the general performance difference, further research is conducted by analysing 
the cost and fee structure of DMFPPs and the TSP funds.  I want to examine if the before- and 
after-fee performance results of QDIAs is similar with the existing research on mutual funds, 
which claims that cost levels of pension funds are considerably lower than mutual fund fees. 
Therefore, the higher fee structure is considerably reducing net returns of mutual funds. The 
underperformance, compared to their benchmarks, is generally due to the average high cost 
level (Bauer & Kicken, 2008) (Bauer, Cremers, & Frehen, 2010). Front-end and back-end loads 
are not included in this analysis. Hence, the following research question emerges: 
 
2. How do U.S. mutual fund pension products (QDIAs) perform compared with 
traditional defined contribution pension funds net of fees? 
 
Furthermore, the existing literature provides findings that the adjustment for the fund size and 
age (inception) difference between pension and mutual funds can influence performance. 
Management processes or general concepts, like economies of scale, can affect the investment 
return (Bauer & Kicken, 2008) (Bauer, Cremers, & Frehen, 2010) (Ambachtsheer & Bauer, 
2007) (Yan, 2008). Consequently, I perform grouping techniques to investigate the whole 
sample and examine cross-sectional performance differences on fund size and age. The analysis 
is extended by including turnover adjustments, which leads to the following research question: 
 
3. Do size and age positively (negatively) influence cross-sectional differences in risk-





    Existing literature has resolved the issue of non-existing data on pension performance 
differences with mutual funds. Nevertheless, previous research has solely considered 
differences to equity or fixed income mutual funds in the U.S. or Canada. This study offers new 
insights into the performance differences of pension- and mutual funds by focusing on U.S. 
DMFPPs, like QDIAs, in order to highlight cost-efficient products purposefully developed for 
retirement investments. This will allow to observe if DMFPPs yield different results than their 
traditional peers. To the best of my knowledge, such a comparison has not yet been conducted. 
A further contribution is that this study puts emphasis on post crisis data (2009-2016) to fill a 
time gap in the existing literature and renew the general findings. Finally, it contributes to the 
ongoing debate of conflicts between mutual fund managers and mutual fund investors as 
mentioned by Bogle (2008). Empirical results indicate that TD funds underperform the TSP 
lifecycle funds by 53 basis points, INRT underperform by 35 basis points and SG underperform 
by 23 basis points a month. These findings corroborate previous findings by Ambachtsheer and 
Bauer (2007), Bauer, Frehen, Lum and Otten (2007) and Bauer and Kicken (2008) [and others]. 
The master thesis results are relevant for U.S. retirement savings plans, including IRAs, 
employer-based DC plans, employer-based 401(k) and 403(b) plans, as well as, some parts of 
Social Security accounts. 
    The remainder of this master thesis is structured as follows: Section 2 conducts a literature 
review guided along the given research questions to provide insights into findings of similar 
studies. In Section 3, the research design, data set, sample choice and methodology are 
explained. Section 4 presents the quantitative results of the performance evaluation. In Section 
5, a subjective discussion and interpretation of the results investigates the importance of type, 
size and age of the funds and tries to include new economic concepts to broaden the discussion. 




2. Literature Review 
Connecting the proposed research questions with existing literature, this section provides 
insights into related studies of this field of research. First and foremost, little attention has been 
given to the performance of pension plans and even less consideration for the comparison with 
mutual fund performance. This might largely be due to the data unavailability on pension funds, 
which has limited the number and sophistication of studies. Moreover, older literature mostly 
conducts research on a managed accounts level, which might not be very interesting for the 
participants of pension plans. Normally, plan participants are more concerned with plan 
performance than their choice of fund management. Nevertheless, research on plan level has its 
drawbacks, too. By mainly selecting benchmarks, which do not reflect the fund’s investment 
style, proposing fixed plan/account costs and their limitation to either examine DB or DC plans 
studies have painted incomplete pictures (Bauer, Frehen, Lum, & Otten, 2007). On parts of the 
economic overview, the pension landscape in the U.S. has changed, due to several legislative 
developments, for example, the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA), 
which gave a structure for the pension industry by establishing minimum required standards. 
ERISA protects the interests of employee benefit plan participants by requiring the disclosure 
of financial and other information concerning the plan to beneficiaries, establishing standards 
of conduct for plan fiduciaries, minimum funding and providing for appropriate remedies and 
access to the federal courts (Public Law 93-406 Title I, § 2, 1974) (Bodie, 1990). Furthermore, 
through the Auto-Enrolment Legislation Pension Protection Act of 2006, QDIAs have gained 
in popularity with asset managers and are transforming the pension industry. The act was an 
effort to ease automatic enrolment in retirement plans (Strobel, 2007). 
    This review starts with literature on the performance of pension funds relative to mutual 
funds, which is divided into out- and under-performance. Each part comprises a review on the 
cost and expense structure. Subsequently, an evaluation of existing research on the influence of 
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size and age on mutual and pension funds is presented. At last, literature on the overall 
retirement system, its transition and innovations are reviewed. The focus of the literature review 
is on the U.S. defined contribution market.  
 
2.1 Performance Evaluation, Comparison and Costs 
General empirical evidence in the performance literature on pension funds, since 1977, is split 
into two streams. The first stream finds that DC and DB plans underperform (broad) market 
indices and/or matched mutual funds (after costs). Starting in chronological order, Berkowitz, 
Finney and Logne (1988) use the Sharpe Performance Measure (Sharpe, 1966), standard t-test 
for differences and Michael Jensen’s Alpha (1968) on a data sample from 1976 to 1983 to show 
that mutual funds outperform ERISA plans, Endowment Plans and Public Retirement plans 
significantly on a management plan level. Mutual funds, on average, generate a positive alpha, 
while ERISA plans generate negative alphas. The authors argue that, despite the fact that in 
many cases the same asset manager or investment organization organizes both types of funds, 
pension funds are trying to time the market, adjusting of their turnover policy and asset 
allocation. This negatively influences the pension funds’ performance. Mutual funds, on the 
other hand, are not so easily able to join market timing behaviour because they are tied to their 
sponsor’s decisions on investment policy changes. Hence, sponsors are usually responsible for 
the investment performance. Berkowitz, Finney and Logne (1988) blame the plan participants 
for poor pension plan performance. A limitation of the existing literature would be that they 
assume costs to be a fixed number of basis points. Furthermore, the unavailability of data on 
cost structures results mostly in a stated rate of return net of fees, which can be seen as an 
uncontrollable bias. Therefore, they argue that the rate of returns of mutual funds are overstated. 
Four years later, Lakonishok et. al. (1992) found similar results. In their widely popular study, 
they examined a sample of 769 DB and DC plans from 1983 to 1989. They found an 
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underperformance of 260 basis points to the S&P 500. However, they still used returns with a 
fixed costs level. Like Berkowitz et. al. (1988), Lakonishok et al. (1992) partially explained the 
underperformance due to agency conflicts between plan participants, but further extended the 
group and identified possible conflicts between companies, money managers and pension 
treasurers. Furthermore, they identified a move towards defined-contribution plans, which 
facilitates the transition and comparison with mutual funds. Lakonishok et al. (1992) questioned 
the future of all DB plans. A more recent study by Elton, Gruber and Blake (2006) examines 
the equity performance of 43 DC plans from 1993-1999 at the total plan level using Michael 
Jensen’s Alpha (1968), as well as, the Fama and French multifactor model (3-factor model) 
(1996) and find the average mutual fund offered in 401(k) plans to underperform the market by 
0.31% per annum. They found that 401(k) plans, however, outperform matched mutual funds, 
which are not offered in the DC plan. Contradicting previous literature, type 401(k) DC plan 
sponsors seem to be able to generate the best investment returns, by picking the best performing 
funds for their participants. Nevertheless, Elton, Gruber and Blake (2006) acknowledged 
differences in skills at selecting funds and examined that “Past Performance of plans predicts 
future performance. The principal predictive power is with the poorer performing plans.” 
(Elton, Gruber, & Blake, 2006) 
    The other major stream of existing literature finds DC and DB plans to outperform their 
(broad) market indices and/or matched mutual funds (after costs). One of the first studies to 
examine the performance of DB plans in the U.S. is Beebower and Bergstrom (1977). Applying 
the CAPM framework on 148 U.S. portfolios from 1966-1975, they found the average portfolio 
to outperform the S&P 500 by 144 basis points per annum. A very comprehensive study by 
Busse, Goyal, and Wahal (2006) examines portfolios of 6260 institutionally managed DB 
pension funds from 1991-2004 using the Fama-French (1993) 3-factor model and extended 
conditional multifactor model. Their average studied fund manager outperforms the market by 
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124 basis points net of expenses. Bauer, Frehen, Lum and Otten (2007) study U.S. DB plans in 
the period 1992-2004 and DC plans from 1997-2004 with matched equity mutual funds at the 
total plan and lower aggregation levels (active vs. passive), by applying a risk- and style-
adjusted Net Asset Value (NAV) by Blake et al. (1993) and persistence tests, like the Chi-
square test.  Bauer, Frehen, Lum and Otten (2007) found DB and DC pension domestic equity 
performance to be close to their benchmarks or just slightly better. The evidence of persistence 
is weak. Mutual funds significantly underperform their style-matched benchmarks. Agency 
costs are identified to be a plausible explanation for the performance differential. In a similar 
study, Ambachtsheer and Bauer (2007) compared the domestic equity component of Canadian 
DB pension plans with a sample of Canadian domestic equity mutual funds, over a nine-year 
period from 1996-2004, using Net Value Added (NVA) as a key metric. Their sample of DB 
pension plans outperforms their style-adjusted benchmarks by 1.2% per annum, net of 
expenses. Canadian domestic equity mutual funds underperform their benchmarks by -2.6% 
per annum, net of management fees, but before applicable sales charges. Overall, Canadian 
equity mutual funds average return shortfall is 3.8% per annum. Bauer and Kicken (2008) 
extended the previous study by comparing the performance, as NVA, of domestic fixed income 
portfolios of 211 Canadian DB plans with 312 Canadian fixed income mutual funds during the 
period 1997-2004. Their empirical findings are equal to the previous study findings and earlier 
literature. At last, the most recent study by Bauer, Cremers and Frehen (2010) provides an 
updated view on the working paper of Bauer, Frehen, Lum and Otten (2007) by analyzing a 
variety of fund types and arrangements, testing the evidence of no bias or self-reporting bias on 
their data. Additionally, they examined the cost component and found a cost difference of 
approximately 20 basis points between DB and DC plans. Furthermore, larger funds tend to 
have lower cost levels and pension funds costs are generally lower than mutual fund costs.  
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    Another field of research examines the performance differences of index versus actively-
managed funds. Brown, Liang and Weisbenner (2007) found that index funds outperform 
actively-managed equity funds, even before expenses are added. Furthermore, they found that 
it is difficult for the individual to detect the low-cost index fund among all the actively-
managed, since the average participants are not able to allocate their portfolio optimally 
according to standard finance theory. On parts of the mutual fund landscape, a study by French 
(2008) finds that switching from a passively managed to an actively managed fund would 
decrease your annual return by 67 basis points over a period from 1980 to 2006. The general 
consensus, that active funds perform worse than passive funds, can therefore also be explained 
due to higher expense ratios. 
 
2.1.1 Cost Structure of Pension and Mutual Funds 
The overall majority of recent existing performance literature since 2006 covered the cost factor 
in their analysis and discussion. The following studies approach costs on a more general level. 
Bikker and De Dreu (2007) examined administrative and investment costs across Dutch pension 
funds and found a strong distribution mainly explained by size and thus, economies of scale. 
Smaller and/or company pension funds tend to be significantly less efficient than larger and/or 
industry-wide pension funds, hence have higher expense ratios. Furthermore, DC plans have 
lower operational cost than DB plans. Studies by the Investment Company Institute (2012, 
2013) found that falling fees are a common trend, triggered through competition, innovation 
and economies of scale. On average, 401(k) plan participants pay consistently lower fees 
compared to the mutual fund industry. For example, the average expense ratio for equity funds 
in the U.S. was 1.4% in 2012 compared to 0.62%, almost half, what 401(k) plan participants, 




2.2 Mutual Fund Performance 
Compared with the lack of pension fund performance literature, there is lots of mutual fund 
performance research. In contrast to the pension plan performance literature, equity mutual fund 
research generally attests an inability to beat the market and overall non-persistence in 
outperformance. Findings on persistence in out-/under-performance over short horizons, are 
sometimes referred as “hot or cold hands”. Prominent research includes: Jensen (1968); Malkiel 
(1995) and Gruber (1996), who found average underperformance by the amount of expenses 
charged by the fund; Carhart (1997), who relates the “hot hands” phenomena to simple 
momentum strategies, Cuthbertson, Nitzsche, and O'Sullivan, (2010) and many others who 
came to the general consensus that mutual funds underperform relative to their benchmarks.  
 
2.3 Qualified Default Alternative Investments (History, Statistics & Performance) 
With a substantial transformation of the U.S. retirement system in recent years, mutual funds 
have become one of the main retirement investment vehicles (Viceira, 2007). For 2016, of the 
total U.S. retirement market, with a combined $24.5 trillion in assets, $7.0 and $7.5 trillion are 
allocated to DC plans and IRAs accordingly. Going into further detail, $2.881 trillion of the 
$4.86 trillion in 401(k) plans alone, thus almost 60%, are managed by mutual funds. The rest 
of the total employer-based DC retirement environment is split into $527 billion held in private-
sector DC plans, $838 billion in 403(b) plans and $458 billion in the Federal Employees 
Retirement System’s Thrift Savings plans. The latter group is the part of the DC plan 
environment this master thesis is examining. Of the total IRA Market, $3.581 trillion assets are 
managed by mutual funds (ICI, 2016). Other generalist studies predict that target-date and 
target-risk funds will attract 80% of new and reallocated flows into defined contribution 
schemes, for the next decade, making these types of funds the primary source of investments 
opportunities (Casey Quirk, 2009).  
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    The Department of Labor generally defines QDIAs as “an investment fund or model portfolio 
that seeks both long-term appreciation and capital preservation through a mix of equity and 
fixed income investments. Management of the fund’s or portfolio’s investments must be based 
on an employee’s age or target retirement date or on the overall age of the plan’s employees.” 
(DOL, 2007) An extensive study by Viceira (2007), reviews the academic motivation of QDIAs 
and argues that modern portfolio theory is the qualified support for “risk-based or “age-based” 
asset allocation strategies, called life-style and life-cycle funds. He claims that life-cycle funds 
are better default investment choices than money market funds in DC pension plans. Life-cycle 
mutual funds have grown from a 1$ to a $120 billion industry from 1996-2006. Similarly, 
Copeland (2009) examines the “Use of Target-Date Funds in 401(k) Plans [in] 2007” and finds 
no clear effectiveness of target-date funds to reach the right balance of risk and reward over 
time. Furthermore, no clear statement on the level of asset allocations can be given. This shows 
how little research has been performed in this academic field and how unexamined these types 
of investments are. Adding to the discussion, Ellement and Lucas (2009) simulate various 
investments under either a “to retirement” or “through retirement” glidepath. The glidepath 
describes the strategic asset allocation mix model over time. The difference between the two 
options is the agreed upon end date for the asset allocation model of the pension benefits. The 
“to retirement” option has its glidepath constructed, with the assumption that the beginning of 
a participant’s retirement is the end date, and the “through” retirement option takes the 
participants death as the end date for the glidepath. Similar to Copeland (2009), they found no 
straightforward answer whether “to” or “through” retirement glidepaths are appropriate. “One 
size does not fit all in target-date fund investing” (Ellement & Lucas, 2009). A more recent 
study by Bikker, Broeders, Hollanders and Ponds (2011) quantified given academic theories by 
examining the effect of participants’ age distribution in the asset allocation of Dutch pension 
funds. They observe that a 1-year higher average age in active participants leads to a significant 
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0.5% strategic reduction in equity exposure. Furthermore, “larger pension funds show a 
stronger age-equity exposure effect” (Bikker, Broeders, Hollanders, & Ponds, 2011). Their 
findings offer a clear recommendation to replace the average age-based policy of pension funds 
in favour of life-cycle funds. Bridges, Gesumaria and Leonesio (2010) stochastically simulate 
the performance as the internal rate of return (IRR) of four life-cycle investment portfolio 
allocation strategies based on U.S. asset returns to produce 1.000 alternative account 
accumulation paths for 12,871 workers during 1926 to 2008. They found life-cycle funds to 
generate a 2% IRR at favourable U.S. equity return levels between 8% and 14%. Between 15% 
and 28% U.S. equity returns life-cycle funds do not outperform their benchmarks. Generally, 
portfolios with higher exposure to equities have higher average returns, however with increased 
risk.  
    Overall, the more recent literature, since 2006, provides consistent signs of pension fund 
outperformance and mutual fund underperformance. The following Table provides an overview 
of the performance findings, time period, data and type of the examined performance literature. 
Table I: Performance Literature Overview 
This Table reports the Author, under/outperformance of either pension or mutual fund, the corresponding time period, the data 
and type of data. *For the performance a “–” signals underperformance and a “+” outperformance relative to (broad) market 
indexes. The Data column displays the number of funds in the sample, geographic location and type of pension plan. 
Authors Pension Mutual Time 
Period 
Data Type 
Berkowitz, Finney and Logne 
(1988) 
- + 1976 - 1983 NA U.S. DB/DC Equity 
Lakonishok et. al. (1992) - NA 1983 - 1989 769 U.S. DB/DC Equity 
Elton, Gruber and Blake (2006) - NA 1993 - 1999 43 U.S. DC Equity 
Beebower and Bergstrom (1977) + NA 1966 - 1975 148 U.S. DB Equity 
Busse, Goyal and Wahal (2006) + NA 1991 - 2004 6260 NA DB Equity 







1992 - 2004 









Ambachtsheer and Bauer (2007) + - 1996 - 2004 NA Canada DB Equity 
Bauer and Kicken (2008) 0/+ - 1997 - 2004 211 Canada  Fixed Income 






1990 - 2006 












3. Research Design 
In this section, the empirical framework for the performance analysis is explained. First, an 
introduction into the data collection, an overview of summary statistics, as well as the sampling 
methods into DMFPPs and a traditional DC plan is given. In the second part, detailed 
information about the applied methodology is given.  
 
3.1 Data 
This master thesis requires two types of data: Monthly historical return observations of DC plan 
funds and matching dedicated mutual fund pension products funds.  
 
3.1.1 TSP  
Due to the lack of publicly available data on defined contribution pension plans’ comprehensive 
returns or daily share prices, this master thesis uses the publicly available data of the U.S. 
federal Thrift Savings Plan. It is one of the only few publicly available data sources which 
covers a decent number of plan participants, should be free of self-reporting biases and has been 
used by other studies, like Bridges, Gesumaria and Leonesio (2010). Out of the whole U.S. 
employer-based defined contribution landscape of $7.0 trillion $458 billion, thus 7% of all 
American DC retirement assets, are held by the TSP (ICI, 2016). The TSP is regulated by the 
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC). The OCC is an independent bureau in the 
U.S. Treasury Department. Therefore, the published data should be trustworthy and free of a 
self-reporting bias. The DC pension fund data is provided by the TSP who offer historical daily 
share price data from all their available funds on their website.  In general, with 4.8 million 
participants and almost $458 billion in assets under management, the TSP is a DC plan, 
similarly in design to a private sector 401(k) or Roth 401k, for United States civil service 
employees. The plan resembles one of the three components of the Federal Employees 
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Retirement System (TSP, 2015). The TSP offers 10 funds in which to invest. Five individual 
funds and five “Lifecycle Funds” are accessible. The individual funds are required by law to 
use index funds for equity options. The TSP is controlled and managed by the Federal 
Retirement Thrift Investment Board. Individual fund management has been transferred to 
BlackRock Inc. These are the five individual funds:  
    The G Fund that invests exclusively in nonmarketable short-term U.S. Treasury securities 
specially issued to the TSP with payment of principal and interest guaranteed by the U.S. 
Government. Securities maturities range from 1 to several days, but earn a long-term interest 
rate, over time outperforming inflation and 90-day T-bills. The weighted average maturity for 
the funds rate calculation is approximately 11 years (TSP, G Fund Information Sheet, 2016). 
    The F Fund, which is invested in BlackRock’s U.S. Debt Index Fund, is a diversified 
portfolio of bonds from the U.S. market. The funds objective is to match the Barclays Capital 
Aggregate Bond Index total performance return (TSP, F Fund Information Sheet, 2016). 
    The C Fund is a common stock index fund, which holds a diversified portfolio of stock of 
large and medium size U.S. corporations, invested in BlackRock’s Equity Index Fund. The 
funds objective is to match the S&P 500 Index total performance return (TSP, C Fund 
Information Sheet, 2016). 
    The S Fund resembles a Small Capitalization Stock Index fund, which holds a diversified 
portfolio of stocks of small and medium size U.S. firms. It is invested in BlackRock’s Extended 
Market Index Fund. The funds objective is to match the Dow Jones U.S. Completion Total 
Stock Market (TSM) Index total performance return (TSP, S Fund Information Sheet, 2016). 
    The I Fund is invested in BlackRock’s EAFE Index fund. This resembles an International 
Stock Index fund, that holds a diversified portfolio of stocks of companies from developed 
countries outside the U.S. and Canada. The funds objective is to match the MSCI EAFE Index 
total performance return (TSP, I Fund Information Sheet, 2016). 
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    The “Lifecycle Funds”, introduced in 2005, invest in an appropriate mix of the previous 
mentioned funds and become more conservative as their target-date approaches. Their asset 
allocation is adjusted on a quarterly basis (See Appendix Table A). Thus, the funds allocation 
moves from the index stock funds (C,S, and I) to the bond funds (F and G). To date, the TSP 
offers the following target-dates: L2020, L2030, L2040, L2050 and L Income. The first four 
funds invest and shifts their asset allocations until the corresponding retirement date. The L 
Income fund exists for plan participants currently nearing retirement age and is similar in asset 
allocations to the already retired L2010 fund (TSP, L Fund Information Sheet, 2016). Fund data 
on costs, size and age are obtained from financial statements, prospectuses and information 
sheets.  
    For the performance comparison, only the G Fund and all five “Lifecycle” funds are 
analysed, since the focus of the thesis is on QDIAs. There are several other reasons to exclude 
the four individual funds. First of all, research on U.S. DC plan equity funds has already been 
made by Bauer, Frehen, Lum and Otten (2007). Similarly, since all four funds (F, C S & I) track 
indexes and are managed by BlackRock, a performance comparison with matching mutual 
funds would be equal to examining passive index mutual funds. The only measureable 
differences are probably going to rely on the expense ratio variation and tracking error. A shift 
to passive investments, from DC plans, has been observed by Steyer (2014). Moreover, many 
of the direct offered and advertised retirement products, by mutual funds, revolve around 
QDIAs and shift the focus away from simple index funds. At last, the G Fund is included in the 
analysis because it provides a unique pension investment opportunity. Generally, short-term 
government bonds/treasuries are considered one of the safest investments, which is why they 
are widely popular and important for retirement accounts. For a clear structure and overall 
recognition, all funds are categorized into either “Target-Date” (TD) funds, “Income 
Retirement” (INRT) funds or “Short Government” (SG). 
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3.1.2 Dedicated Mutual Fund Pension Products 
In order to obtain a sample of matching DMFPPs, several restrictions and characteristics are 
assessed, including whether a mutual fund is eligible for the analysis, or not. Firstly, mutual 
funds are restricted to the U.S. market and have to be denominated in U.S. dollars, in order to 
mitigate exchange rate risk. Secondly, mutual funds should market the fund as a retirement 
product. Therefore, a fund must include words such as “retirement” or similar words describing 
retirement in their fund’s name, in the investment objective explained in the prospectus and/or 
within the principal investment strategy. Furthermore, funds must be eligible for tax exemption 
under section 401(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986. Thirdly, the mutual funds must 
have similar overall asset allocation targets like the TSP Funds (See Appendix Table A). In 
terms of fund age, mutual funds are only allocated if they provide data consistency with the 
complete time frame of the analysis, which is from September 2009 to September 2016. Hence, 
a funds inception must be at least 8 years ago.  
    I start to search for matching DMFPPs via money.usnews.com, BrightScope and 
Morningstar. (money.usnews.com, 2016) (Brightscope.com, 2016) (morningstar.com, 2016). 
Money.usnews.com has published news and data about investment analytics in the U.S. for 
over 80 years. Their database can be structured into categories such as specific target-date funds 
(e.g. 2020). The BrightScope database provides retirement plan ratings and investment 
analytics, such as fees and performance. Morningstar covers more than 500,000 investments 
and provides investment analytics, such as, matching benchmarks, performance, expense ratios 
and asset allocation. Using the discussed databases, fund prospectuses and factsheets, funds 
based on the several mentioned matching criteria like average fund duration, asset allocation, 
risk measurement, Morningstar proposed benchmark, core investment policy and marketing are 
identified. I assume core investment policies to be stable over time. Some funds’ average 
duration or asset allocation might vary, though this is offset by deviations in the whole sample. 
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For the target-date category funds, 14 different mutual fund companies, offering four matching 
target-date funds each (2020, 2030, 2040 and 2050) are recognised as being eligible for this 
study. Hence, the TD sample includes 56 funds in total. Furthermore, along the TSP “L Income 
fund” characteristics 10 matching funds from 10 different mutual fund firms are selected. At 
last, a sample of 10 mutual funds is identified matching the TSP “G Fund” characteristics. See 
an overview of all the funds’ names, management companies, fund age and descriptive statistics 
in Appendix Table C. For all of the 78 matching DMFPPs, monthly returns are collected via 
Factset Research and compared with monthly observations from the CRSP database. Therefore, 
data errors or performance analysis problems such as the “survival bias” are mitigated, because 
CRSP also lists inactive funds (Haugen & Baker, 1996) (CRSP, 2016).  
 
3.2 Choice of Benchmarks 
Since one of the drawbacks in the existing literature is the usage of broad market indices or the 
wrong choice of benchmarks, in this thesis, several style-adjusted benchmarks (Sharpe, 1988) 
are used to ensure a good fit and to test the robustness of the applied models. The challenge is 
to find appropriate benchmarks for the newer breed of DMFPPs. With the increased popularity 
of target-date funds, established index creators started to develop target maturity benchmarks. 
Nevertheless, these benchmarks have been proven quite unaccepted in the mutual fund industry 
(Idzorek, Stempien, & Voris, 2011). The previously mentioned databases help to find matching 
benchmarks.  For the first benchmark choice, I decided to use Morningstar’s suggestion for an 
appropriate benchmark. Morningstar’s benchmark choice is set through the risk and asset class 
orientation and other factors of the examined portfolio or fund (morningstar.com, 2016). 
Several more criteria are examined in the process of selecting an efficient benchmark. 
According to the CFA Institute’s curriculum (2016), a benchmark should be “unambiguous, 
investable, measurable, appropriate and reflective of current investment opinions”. In addition, 
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when examining target-date benchmarks, the “overall glidepath methodology, the asset classes 
used and the methodology for determining the detailed intra-stock and intra-bond allocations 
asset class allocations” should be identified. I subdivide the total sample into the three 
previously mentioned categories (TD, INRT, SG(E)) and find appropriate style-adjusted 
benchmarks. For all 56 funds in the TD and 10 funds in the INRT category, I find three 
appropriate benchmarks in total: Morningstar’s own target-date benchmark, the “Morningstar 
Moderate Target Risk TR USD” (MSAAMMOR), which covers all target-dates simultaneously 
because in their approach the Modern Portfolio Theory sets the glide path selection, which 
evolves with the U.S. total economic situation. The MSAAMMOR covers 19 asset classes 
(Idzorek, Stempien, & Voris, 2011); a second set of benchmarks is provided by Standard and 
Poor’s Corporation (S&P), who offer four target-date benchmarks related to their individual 
target-dates (S&P Target-date 2020 Index … S&P Target-date 2050 Index). Their glidepath 
selection is based on a survey of fund families and 9 asset classes are observed (Idzorek, 
Stempien, & Voris, 2011). At last, due to the problems associated with finding appropriate 
benchmarks and general unacceptance in the industry, I develop my own set of benchmarks (L 
Income Benchmark, …, L 2050 Benchmark). As discussed earlier, the TSP “Lifecycle” funds 
are invested into their own five individual funds and change their allocation corresponding to 
their target-date. I collected the monthly returns on each funds’ (C, S, I and F) corresponding 
benchmark, which were described in the individual funds description. Historical, quarterly data 
on the percentage allocation of individual funds, for the corresponding “Lifecycle” funds, were 
acquired on the TSP website (See Appendix Table A). I calculate the self-developed monthly 
benchmark return by multiplying the individual fund’s monthly benchmark returns by their 
corresponding percentage allocation in that fund over time. From its fund characteristics, the G 
Fund is an exception and it is difficult to find a suitable benchmark. I recreated an appropriate 
benchmark by creating an equal weighted portfolio of indexes, that are similar to the G fund’s 
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overall characteristics. The examined index benchmarks/funds are the Barclays US Govt. 
Treasury 7-10Y, Barclays US Govt. Treasury 10-20Y, iShares 10-20 Year Treasury Bond ETF 
and iShares 7-10 Year Treasury Bond ETF. For the SG category benchmarks, the four different 
benchmarks previously discussed in the development of the G funds’ equal weighted 
benchmark plus the equal weighted benchmark itself are utilized to find which one is most 
appropriate. See an overview of all the benchmarks used in Appendix Table E. 
 
3.3 Age, Size and Cost Structure 
Besides obtaining monthly fund and benchmark returns, expense ratios on an annual basis are 
collected for the net of fees performance comparison. First, I considered CRSP since they 
provide total expense ratios. Nevertheless, in my opinion, the reported total expense ratios are 
undervalued, since they do not include 12b-1 fees and management fees and are not always net 
of reimbursements or waivers. Therefore, Morningstar’s approach for a net expense ratio is 
used. They set the net expense ratio as “the percentage of fund assets, net of reimbursements, 
used to pay for operating expenses and management fees, including 12b-1 fees, administrative 
fees, and all other asset-based costs incurred by the fund, except brokerage costs. Fund expenses 
are reflected in the fund's NAV. Sales charges are not included in the expense ratio.” 
(morningstar.com, 2016). The difference in expense ratios is quite substantial. For example, the 
2016 annual expense ratio average of the TD category sample funds is 0.34% provided by 
CRSP compared to 0.88% when considering the net expense ratio approach Morningstar 
utilizes. Surprisingly, for the SG category, the annual net expense ratios for the CRSP and 
Morningstar data is identical. An overview of the category average annual expense ratios can 
be seen in Appendix Table B. Since Morningstar mostly only reports the most recent date, the 
other 7 years of expense ratios were extracted from fund prospectuses, gathered via the U.S. 
Securities and Exchange Commission’s website “EDGAR Company Filings” search engine 
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(SEC, 2016). Furthermore, CRSP provides data on the date the fund was first offered 
(Inception) and latest month-end total net asset value as a size factor. The latter is collected on 
a monthly basis for the entire sample period.  
 
3.4 Methodology 
This section explains the methodology used to evaluate the risk-adjusted performance 
differences between TSP funds and matching DMFPPs, as well as, the employed test for cross-
sectional differences on alpha controlling for size, age and turnover. Since this thesis uses 
monthly data, standard time-series regression methods are used to calculate the risk-adjusted 
performance. In the first part of this section, the single-factor model is explained and in the 
second part, the applied multi-factor models are described.  
 
    For this master thesis, a first performance measure is the Sharpe ratio, which uses the total 
risk of the portfolio, as it gives the risk premium per risk unit (Sharpe, 1966). Although, it is 
only used as the first indication for the summary statistics since there are drawbacks like having 
no direct indication of significance of the result. Therefore, throughout the existing literature, 
one of most commonly used performance measures is Jensen’s alpha single-factor model 
(Jensen, 1968). Jensen’s model is based upon capital asset pricing models. He measures 
performance by regressing a risk-adjusted portfolio as the dependent variable and a risk-
adjusted benchmark as the independent variable. Jensen’s alpha is represented as a constant or 
intercept of the model: 
 
!"# − !%# = '" + )	 !+# − !%# + ,"# 
Solving for alpha: 
'" = !"# − !%# − )	 !+# − !%# + ,"# 
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In the regression,	!"# is the return on fund/portfolio i in month t, !%# is the risk-free rate, 
measured by the 1-month return of the U.S. Treasury bill f in period t, !+# is the style-adjusted 
benchmark return in period t (varies according to the measured fund/portfolio return), ) 
measures the systematic market risk of the fund/portfolio i, ,"# represents the error term at time 
t and '" is the measure of performance for fund/portfolio i. In more technical terms, '" 
represents the intercept of the regression and shows the percentage out- or under-performance, 
hence excess risk premium earned by funds/portfolios compared to their benchmark. The net 
excess returns calculated as the funds/portfolios gross returns minus the risk-free rate and net 
benchmark-adjusted returns calculated as the fund matching style-adjusted benchmark return 
minus the risk-free rate, provide net returns, which are an important robustness check (Cremers, 
Petajisto, & Zitzwitz, 2010). Since Jensen’s alpha uses regression analysis, the coefficients on 
the output results signal whether they are statistically significant or not. Thus, significance on 
part of the intercept means that not all return variations of a fund/portfolio are explained by the 
benchmark. In other words, if the intercept is positive and significantly different from 0, the 
fund/portfolio is said to have outperformed its benchmark. If Jensen’s alpha coefficient is 
insignificant, no performance difference between the fund/portfolio and benchmark can be 
measured. A 95% confidence interval is used to indicate statistical significance throughout the 
whole analysis. The p-value of the coefficients runs the test of significance. The t-statistic 
reports the statistical significance. The adjusted R² provides the measure for the overall 
explanatory power of the model.  
 
    If a single-factor model seems not to be able to explain all the variance in fund/portfolio 
performance, the existing performance literature on mutual and pension funds, suggests the 
usage of a multi-factor model. The reason to use a multi-factor model is to increase the number 
of coefficients, thus factors to explain performance variations of a fund’s/portfolio’s return. 
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Furthermore, the predominantly examined type of funds are QDIAs, hence a multi-factor model 
can acknowledge the asset allocation mix of the funds and changes being made over time. The 
famous and mainstay model for academics is the Fama-French three-factor model (Fama & 
French, 1993) proposed to capture U.S. average stock returns variations associated with value 
versus growth and size. Enhanced with a momentum return capturing factor, as an addition to 
the Fama-French three factor model, this thesis will use the Carhart’s four-factor model 
(Carhart, 1997). The model looks like this: 
 
!"# − !%# = '" + ) ∗ !+# − !%# + ) ∗ ./0# + ) ∗ 1/2# + ) ∗3/0# + ,"# 
 
Where, !"# is the return on fund/portfolio i for month t, !%# is the risk free rate, measured by the 
1 month U.S. T-Bill, ) ∗ !+# − !%#  is the style-adjusted benchmark return, ) ∗ ./0# is the 
estimate of the value-factor, capturing the difference between the returns on diversified 
funds/portfolios of high book-to-market (value) stocks and low book-to-market (growth) 
stocks, mimicking fund’s/portfolio’s return, ) ∗ 1/2# is the estimate of the size-factor, 
capturing the difference between the returns on diversified funds/portfolios of small stocks and 
big stocks, mimicking fund’s/portfolio’s return, ) ∗3/0# is the estimate of the momentum-
factor, capturing the difference between the returns in period t on diversified funds/portfolios 
of winners and losers of the past year, mimicking fund’s/portfolio’s return and ,"# is the error 
term at time t. '" is the measure of performance for fund/portfolio i representing the intercept 
of the regression. In less technical terms this model can be described as linear regression to find 
alpha and beta coefficient values that explain the fund’s/portfolio’s return. The equation simply 
draws a linear combination of exposures to market, value, size, momentum factors and an 
unexplained alpha. The ß coefficients display the sensitivity of the fund/portfolio to each factor. 
Alpha is the intercept of the regression that indicates the return variation of the portfolio using 
four factors. When compared with the single-factor model many similarities become evident, 
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except that the Carhart Fama-French model provides four explanatory variables and not just 
one. The data for the different factors is obtained from the Kenneth French data library (French, 
2016) 
 
    As the focus of the Carhart four-factor model is capturing performance variations, a further 
analysis of the relationship between fund age, size and turnover could provide detailed insights 
which factors influence the performance differences between DMFPPs and the TSP DC plan. 
The relationship between the measured returns and fund characteristics and each fund’s return 
may vary over time. Existing literature, such as Carhart (1997) adopt a Fama-MacBeth (1973) 
rolling regression (Cuthbertson, Nitzsche, & O'Sullivan, 2010). For this thesis, a pooled 
ordinary least squares (OLS) rolling regression for all the fund’s alphas of the sample is used. 
In order to calculate pooled cross-sectional data, 24 month rolling window alphas for the 
DMFPPs funds and the TSP funds are estimated. A rolling window regression for a time series 
can be explained as running multiple regressions with overlapping windows of values at a time. 
For example, for a 24-month rolling window the first 24 observations are regressed and then 
this “window” of 24 monthly observations is rolled by 1. Now, the next window would be the 
next 24 observations starting from the 2nd observation (1-24, 2-25, 3-26…). Each regression 
saves the estimated beta (for each fund and time window), which for the total 86 monthly 
observations leads to 61 periods. Hence, using a specific beta from a specific fund (e.g. beta 1-
24_fund A) can predict the according alpha (e.g. alpha 25_fund). In more mathematical terms:  
 
45678	9	(;<) 	= 	 !"	(;<) − !%	 ;< − )5678	9	(>?;@) ∗ !+	(;<) − !%	(;<)  
 
Where !"	(;<) is the return of portfolio/fund i at month 25, !%	 ;<  is the risk-free rate at period 
25, !+	(;<) is the market risk return at month 25 and )5678	9	(>?;@) is the estimated beta of “Fund 
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A” for the period from 1 month to month 24. 45678	9	(;<) presents the estimated alpha for the 
according fund and time window. The pooled ordinary least squares (OLS) regression for the 
whole sample tests the 24 month rolling window alphas upon four explanatory variables.  
The model looks the following: 
 
'AB	;@	CD7#E = )> ∗ F/ + ); ∗ 1GHI + )J ∗ KLI + )@ ∗ MN!OPQI! + ,"# 
 
Where, )> ∗ F/ is a dummy variable that equals 0 if the fund is a pension fund and 1 if it is a 
DMFPPs fund. The more technical description is that )> ∗ F/ coefficient shows the magnitude 
difference (and the statistical significance) in alphas between pension funds and mutual funds, 
after controlling for size, age and turnover. For the estimation of the regression the White cross-
section (period) standard errors and covariance (degrees of freedom corrected) are applied.  
 
3.5 Portfolio Approach (Summary Statistics) 
For a first performance comparison of the TSP funds and matching DMFPPs, all individual 
funds are average over time to generate equal weight portfolios divided into three groups. The 
first group consists of 56 TD funds and is subdivided into four equal weighted portfolios, which 
represent the given target-dates (EW_2020, EW_2030, EW_2040 and EW_2050). The second 
equal weighted portfolio is composed of all 10 INRT funds (EW_INCOME). At last, an equal 
weighted portfolio of the 10 SG funds is constructed (EW_GOV). Each equal weighted 
portfolio is compared with the associated TSP funds.  
Table II reports the summary statistics of the 6 equal weighted portfolios and 6 matching TSP 
funds for the sample period from September 2009 to September 2016. The mean returns, 
standard deviations and Sharpe ratios are based on monthly time series observations. The 
expense ratios are based on annual observations. Various trends already become visible for the 
whole sample. In direct comparison, each TSP fund displays a higher mean return, lower 
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standard deviation and consequently higher Sharpe ratio compared to their matching DMFPPs 
equally weighted portfolio. Obviously, one possible explanation of the overall higher standard 
deviation of the DMFPPs equal weighted portfolios is that their sample includes 10 times as 
many funds as compared to just one TSP fund. On average, Sharpe ratios from DMFPPs equal 
weighted portfolios are 0.1 to about 0.3 points less compared to the TSP funds. An exception 
is the G fund, which in investors eyes has an excellent Sharpe ratio of higher than 3. This is 
clearly due to the structure of the funds, which guarantee principal and interest from the U.S. 
government. Furthermore, a very striking observation can be made in terms of expense ratio 
differences. Whereas, most equal weighted portfolios in the “Lifecycle” category display an 
average yearly expense ratio of close to 1% throughout the sample period, the TSP funds have 
an about 0.98% significantly smaller average yearly expense ratio of 0.028%.  
Table II: Portfolio Approach (Summary Statistics) 
This table summarizes the risk and return characteristics, Sharpe Ratio, expense ratios, fund age (in years) and size ($ 
Millions) based on times series and static data. The table is split into three different panels for the equal weighted portfolios 
of DMFPPs and one panel for the TSP funds. The three panels are segmented into the three different fund categories. Namely: 
Income funds, Target Date Funds and Short Government Funds. The panel D is sorted equally. 
 
Portfolio Mean Return Standard Deviation Sharpe Ratio 
Expense 
Ratio Age Size 
Panel A: Income Fund 
EW_INCOME 0.177% 1.67% 0.11 0.835% 10.36 1,199 
Panel B: Target Date Funds 
EW_ 2020 0.294% 2.50% 0.12 0.896% 10.27 3638 
EW_ 2030 0.365% 3.14% 0.12 0.940% 10.33 3368 
EW_ 2040 0.404% 3.62% 0.11 0.969% 10.33 2352 
EW_ 2050 0.380% 3.32% 0.11 1.002% 7.98 1027 
Panel C: Short Government Funds 
EW_GOV -0.021% 0.49% -0.04 0.481% 25.96 459 
Panel D: TSP Funds 
L Income 0.355% 0.76% 0.47 0.028% 11.17 6.75 
L 2020 0.603% 2.12% 0.28 0.028% 11.17 23.03 
L 2030 0.706% 2.66% 0.27 0.028% 11.17 22.94 
L 2040 0.776% 3.06% 0.25 0.028% 11.17 17.42 
L 2050 0.687% 3.16% 0.22 0.028% 5.76 5.69 
G Fund 0.178% 0.05% 3.81 0.028% 29.52 155.6 
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4.  Results 
In this section the single-factor- and multi-factor -model performance analysis results of the 
DMFPPs funds and TSP funds are presented. The results are divided into several subsections. 
First, all excess returns relative to their style-adjusted benchmarks, hence risk-adjusted alphas, 
are reported and then differentiated into DMFPPs funds and TSP funds to compare their 
individual performance. As an important robustness check, performance is tested with several 
style-adjusted benchmarks, as examined by Cremers, Petajisto and Zitzwitz (2010). 
Furthermore, the DMFPPs and TSP funds are grouped by size and age for an additional 
analysis. Secondly, the same process is repeated using the Carhart-Fama-French four factor 
model (1997). Furthermore, as a further robustness check, the consistency of the results is tested 
net of fees. Moreover, the results of the overall sample alphas of the Fama-MacBeth (1973) 
rolling regression on fund type, size, age and turnover are presented. At last, the results of a 
standard t-test analysis are presented in order to examine the individual fund characteristics to 
verify the anticipated equilibrium view. 
 
4.1 Performance Evaluation (Jensen’s Alpha) 
In this subsection, the overall performance evaluation results for the whole sample using 
Jensen’s alpha (1968) are presented. As indicated in Section 3.4 the individual fund’s returns 
are averaged over time. Table III reports the regression results of the six equal weighted 
portfolios, using monthly returns and several matching monthly style-adjusted benchmark 
returns. Alpha denotes the monthly abnormal return relative to its benchmark. Furthermore, the 
corresponding t-statistics are provided to indicate whether the examined alphas and betas are 
significantly different from zero. One asterisk (*) indicates (p < 0.1) significance at the 90% 
confidence level and two asterisks mean (p<0.05) significance at the 95% confidence level. 
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    Overall, the six DMFPPs equal weighted portfolio’s risk-adjusted performance is 
consistently negative. Betas are highly significant and the general explanatory power of the 
models indicated by the individual adjusted R² is on average < 0.74. In other words, almost all 
DMFPPs portfolios generate a negative statistically significant alpha relative to their 
benchmarks. The portfolios that outperform display non-statistically significant alphas.  
 
Table III: Jensen’s Alpha (DMFPPs - Equal Weighted Portfolios) 
This table reports the single-factor-model regression results given by !"# − !%# = '" + )	 !+# − !%# + ,"#. The regression is 
based on monthly excess returns for a time period from September 2009 to September 2016 for the DMFPPs equal weighted 
portfolios relative to several style-adjusted benchmarks. * indicates (p < 0.1) significance at the 90% confidence level and 
** mean (p<0.05) significance at the 95% confidence level. 
 
 
Dep. Var: Benchmark Alpha T-stat. Beta T-stat. Adj. R² 
Panel A: Income Retirement Funds (INRT) 
EW_INCOME MSAAMMOR -0.002299 [-2.3430]* 0.606992 [15.0546]** 0.7319 
EW_INCOME INC_BEN 0.000410 [0.2383] 0.489811 [3.7623]** 0.1457 
Panel B: Target Date Retirement Funds (TD) 
EW_2020 SPTD2020 -0.001386 [-1.2965] 0.924247 [21.7870]** 0.8512 
EW_2030 SPTD2030 -0.001608 [-1.4009] 0.968042 [26.0725]** 0.8912 
EW_2040 SPTD2040 -0.001944 [-1.6221] 1.010231 [29.0329]** 0.9104 
EW_2050 SPTD2050 -0.001645 [-1.4306] 0.879612 [27.6326]** 0.902 
EW_2020 MSAAMMOR -0.003471 [-2.9320]** 0.962614 [19.7861]** 0.8251 
EW_2030 MSAAMMOR -0.004644 [-3.6979]** 1.247471 [24.1687]** 0.8756 
EW_2040 MSAAMMOR -0.005598 [-4.1930]** 1.450662 [26.4411]** 0.8939 
EW_2050 MSAAMMOR -0.005001 [-3.9308]** 1.324969 [25.3395]** 0.8855 
EW_2020 L_2020_BENCHMARK -0.002954 [-1.9977]* 1.131187 [14.8410]** 0.7263 
EW_2030 L_2030_BENCHMARK -0.002799 [-1.9739] 1.268296 [20.6433]** 0.837 
EW_2040 L_2040_BENCHMARK -0.003377 [-2.2848]* 1.229370 [23.1661]** 0.8661 
EW_2050 L_2050_BENCHMARK -0.002808 [-1.6386] 1.072328 [17.6409]** 0.825 
Panel C: Short Government Retirement Funds (SG) 
EW_GOV B10_20Y -0.000437 [-1.2772] 0.168055 [10.8559]** 0.5868 
EW_GOV B7_10Y -0.000205 [-0.7241] 0.244023 [14.4895]** 0.7167 
EW_GOV BB -0.000387 [-1.3354] 0.508789 [14.0355]** 0.7036 
EW_GOV BB_US -0.001231 [-2.3692]* 0.274316 [4.6074]** 0.2037 




For example, the equal weighted portfolio of INRT DMFPPs outperforms its style-adjusted 
self-developed benchmark (INC_BEN) by 4 basis points per month, but outperformance is 
statistically insignificant (t-statistic of 0.2383) with an adjusted R² of only 0.1457, the overall 
explanatory power of the model is rather weak. When looking at the performance difference 
between the three different DMFFPs categories, the INRT panel displays an average monthly 
underperformance of 9.45 basis points, the TD class a 31.03 basis points average monthly 
underperformance and the SG class a 2.78 basis points average monthly underperformance 
relative to their benchmarks. An average underperformance of around 9.45 basis points 
monthly, would translate to a 113 basis points annual underperformance, which is close to the 
average annual expense ratio of 84 basis points for this fund category. The SG categories 
underperformance is almost close to zero. This supports the findings of most of the existing 
literature that mutual funds underperform relative to their benchmarks and cost levels are the 
main contributor to the performance difference (Bauer & Kicken, 2008). 
    On the other hand, Table IV demonstrates that the alphas of the TSP funds are consistently 
positive and statistically significant. The entire INRT and SG panel are positive and highly 
significant at the 95% confidence interval. For example, the monthly alpha of the “L Income” 
fund equals 0.1397% (t-statistic of 10.04) relative to the MSAAMMOR benchmark and 
0.3382% (t-statistic of 4.02) relative to the “L Benchmark”. For the latter, the “L Benchmark’s” 
beta is very low and insignificant and the adjusted R² is only 0.0052 indicating that there might 
be other factors that influence Jensen’s alpha. Additionally, the results suggest that the 
composition of the benchmark might not fully represent the individual allocation of the “L 
Income” fund. In the TD panel, results are mixed, varying relative with the style-adjusted 
benchmarks. TD funds generate positive and significant (t-statistic of 5.48, 7.04, 7.23 & 6.28) 
alphas when compared to the S&P TD benchmark, positive but mostly non-significant alphas 
relative to the “L Benchmark”, but negative non-significant alphas relative to Morningstar’s 
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MSAAMMOR benchmark. For example, the L_2050 TSP fund is able to outperform the S&P 
2050 index by 25 basis points per month (t-statistic of 6.28). Overall, betas are significant and 
the adjusted R²s are statistically strong. The underperformance is strongest for the TD portfolios 
relative to the MSAAMMOR benchmark, where benchmark-adjusted returns show statistically 
significant monthly alphas of -0.34% to -0.55% (t-statistic of -2.93 and -4.19).  
Table IV: Jensen’s Alpha (TSP) 
This table reports the single-factor-model regression results given by !"# − !%# = '" + )	 !+# − !%# + ,"# based on monthly 
TPS funds excess returns for a time period from Sept. 2009 to Sept. 2016 relative to several style-adjusted benchmarks. 
Alpha captures the monthly difference in performance of the DMFPPs portfolios relative to the style-adjusted benchmarks. 
* indicates (p < 0.1) significance at the 90% confidence level and ** mean (p<0.05) significance at the 95% confidence 
level. 
Dep. Var: Benchmark Alpha T-stat. Beta T-stat. Adj. R² 
Panel A: L Income Retirement Funds (INRT) 
L_INCOME MSAAMMOR 0.001397 [10.0445]** 0.317426 [55.5301]** 0.9738 
L_INCOME INC_BEN 0.003382 [4.0173]** 0.042033 [0.6599] 0.0052 
Panel B: Target Date Retirement Funds (TD) 
L_2020 SPTD2020 0.002083 [5.8465]** 0.841383 [59.5097]** 0.9771 
L_2030 SPTD2030 0.002366 [7.0447]** 0.862777 [79.4256]** 0.987 
L_2040 SPTD2040 0.002470 [7.2284]** 0.892471 [89.9563]** 0.9898 
L_2050 SPTD2050 0.002528 [6.2803]** 0.944643 [78.1781]** 0.9893 
L_2020 MSAAMMOR 0.000131 [0.2909] 0.884573 [47.9028]** 0.9651 
L_2030 MSAAMMOR -0.000331 [-0.6094] 1.110522 [49.6847]** 0.9675 
L_2040 MSAAMMOR -0.000736 [-1.1657] 1.278260 [49.2615]** 0.9669 
L_2050 MSAAMMOR -0.000749 [-0.9276] 1.412937 [39.1355]** 0.9587 
L_2020 L_2020_BENCHMARK 0.000847 [0.7437] 0.992774 [16.9048]** 0.7749 
L_2030 L_2030_BENCHMARK 0.001294 [1.6496] 1.132474 [33.3134]** 0.9304 
L_2040 L_2040_BENCHMARK 0.001087 [2.0387]* 1.105509 [57.7260]** 0.9757 
L_2050 L_2050_BENCHMARK 0.001602 [1.7477] 1.096687 [33.7245]** 0.9452 
Panel C: Short Government Retirement Funds (SG) 
G_FUND B10_20Y 0.001724 [34.2616]** 0.004174 [1.8351] 0.039 
G_FUND B7_10Y 0.001730 [34.5294]** 0.005928 [1.9904]* 0.0456 
G_FUND BB 0.001725 [34.5986]** 0.013747 [2.2049]* 0.0553 
G_FUND BB_US 0.001690 [30.6701]** 0.010926 [1.7300] 0.0348 




To support the previous findings, the direct return difference between DMFPPs and TSP funds 
are given in Table V. Jensen’s alpha (1968) single-factor regression model is used. The 
DMFPPs funds are regressed as the dependent variable on the TSP funds as the independent 
variable. As a result, the DMFPPs alphas are consistently negative for all six portfolios, with 
varying statistical significance. In the TD and INRT category, there is statistical proof for a 
performance difference between DMFPPs and TSP funds. The SG portfolio is an exception, 
with a negative not statistically significant alpha, as well as, non-significant beta and a very low 
adjusted R² of 0.0351. Therefore, the SG portfolio performance cannot be said to be different 
from the TSP G Fund. There might be other factors that explain the performance difference. 
On average, DMFPPs underperform compared to the TSP funds by -0.4118% monthly, which 
is a logical consequence from earlier findings. Betas are mostly highly significant and the 
overall explanatory power of the models, shown by the adjusted R², is quite high, considering 
the difference between two portfolios is regressed on a return describing model. 
 
Table V: Jensen’s Alpha performance comparison DMFPPs & TSP 
This table reports the single-factor-model regression results given by !"# − !%# = '" + )	 !+# − !%# + ,"# for the direct 
comparison between DMFPPs and TSP Funds. The regression is based on monthly excess returns for a time period from 
September 2009 to September 2016. A positive (negative) alpha indicates outperformance (underperformance) from the 
DMFPPs equal weighted portfolios relative to TSP funds. * indicates (p < 0.1) significance at the 90% confidence level and 
** mean (p<0.05) significance at the 95% confidence level. 
Dep. Var: Alpha T-stat. Beta T-stat. Adj. R² 
EW_2020 -0.003359 [-2.5850]* 1.04568 [17.6370]** 0.7894 
EW_2030 -0.004072 [-3.0652]** 1.09476 [22.5415]** 0.8596 
EW_2040 -0.004584 [-3.3513]** 1.11165 [25.5262]** 0.8870 
EW_2050 -0.004356 [-2.9033]** 0.97512 [20.8463]** 0.8682 
EW_INCOME -0.004710 [-4.2365]** 1.83770 [13.7265]** 0.6942 






When looking at the individual fund level, the picture is identical to the results displayed at the 
portfolio level in Table III and IV. The risk-adjusted performance of DMFPPs is consistently 
negative, while TSP funds consistently outperform. Nevertheless, some DMFPPs funds are able 
to outperform their style-adjusted benchmark. A complete overview of the individual DMFPPs 
fund’s single-factor model regression results of category TD and INRT can be seen in Appendix 
Table D. For a further analysis, the whole sample of TD funds relative to the S&P TD 
benchmark are grouped by size and age. The S&P TD benchmark is chosen because of the 
previous results produces in terms of alpha, beta and adjusted R². When grouped by fund age, 
funds with a 2020, 2030 and 2040 target-date generate positive, but not statistically significant 
alphas, in the age group between 8 and 11 years, with a total sample age dispersion between 7 
and 15 years. The 2050 target funds make an exception, since their overall inception has been 
much more recent (See in Appendix Table D). For the 2050 target-date, the funds with the age 
between 5 and 6 and between 9 and 10 outperform relative to their benchmark. Grouping the 
funds by size does not reveal any clear patterns. DMFPPs funds ranging from $1.7 million to 
$26.5 billion in total net asset value out- and underperform. So far, the findings are consistent 
throughout the different fund categories, fund samples and sub-samples. However, some funds 
display weak betas and low adjusted R²s, which confirms that a single-factor model might not 
be enough to explain performance differences. Therefore, these results indicate that there are 
other factors driving the returns.  
 
4.2 Carhart Four-Factor Model 
Extending Jensen’s alpha with three additional factors, the Carhart four-factor model, which is 
an extension of the Fama-French three-factor model, considers return variations with respect to 
a monthly size premium (SMB), a monthly book-to-market premium (HML) and a monthly 
premium that captures winners minus losers (WML). The results are segmented into two tables, 
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which are sorted by the matching style-adjusted benchmarks. Firstly, Table IV and V report the 
regression results of the four-factor model with the MSAAMOOR and S&P TD as the monthly 
style- and risk-adjusted index return for the DMFPPs and TSP funds accordingly. Secondly, 
Table VI presents the DMFPPs and TSP regression results with the self-developed risk-adjusted 
benchmarks as the market risk factor. Compared to the single-factor model the explanatory 
power, denoted by the adjusted R² is slightly higher for the Carhart four-factor model. The same 
categories as in the single-factor model are applied to split the sample into three different 
panels. The overall results are equal to the single-factor model results. DMFPPs funds 
underperform and TSP funds outperform their style-adjusted benchmarks.  
    In Table VI, Panel A and C do not provide any new findings in terms of the sign and 
significance of alpha and market index exposure coefficients. The magnitude of the coefficients 
has changed slightly. In panel B, the four-factor alphas relative to the S&P TD benchmark have 
become marginally less negative compared to their previous value in the single-factor model, 
but they are still not statistically significant. For example, the 2030 portfolio underperforms by 
1.5 basis points monthly (t-statistic of -1.3540) compared to 1.6 basis points monthly (t-statistic 
of-1.4009) in the single-factor model. When compared relative to the MSAAMMOR 
benchmark the alphas are all negative and statistically significant. The direction and difference 
in performance is similar to the results relative to the S&P benchmark. For example, the 2030 
portfolio’s underperformance worsened from 4.6 basis points per month (t-statistic of -3.6979) 
in the single-factor model to 4.9 basis points per month (t-statistic of -3.8574). For other factors 
describing return variations, the INRT portfolio in panel A leans towards negativity on the value 
premium, meaning that the HML coefficient of -0.128656 (t-statistic of -2.60831) indicates that 
the portfolio allocation tends to be invested in growth stocks. The other factor coefficients are 
not statistically significant. A similar result is found for the 2050 portfolio relative to the S&P 
TD benchmark.  
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Table VI: Carhart Four-Factor Model, DMFPPs (MSAAMMOR + S&P) 
This Table reports the results of the four-factor model given by !"# − !%# = '" + ) ∗ !+# − !%# + ) ∗ ./0# + ) ∗ 1/2# +
) ∗ 3/0# + ,"#. The regression is based on monthly excess returns for the time period from September 2009 to September 
2016 for the DMFPPs equal weighted portfolio relative to Morningstar’s and S&P’s benchmarks. T-statistics are reported 
in parentheses. * indicates (p < 0.1) significance at the 90% confidence level and ** mean (p<0.05) significance at the 95% 
confidence level. 
Dep. Var: Benchmark Alpha Beta SMB HML MOM Adj. R² 
Panel A: Income Retirement Funds (INRT) 
EW_INCOME MSAAMMOR -0.002563 0.641749 -0.074761 -0.128656 -0.024095 0.7605 
  [-2.6678]** [15.2592]** [-1.6100] [-2.6081]* [-0.6811]  
Panel B: Target Date Retirement Funds (TD) 
EW_2020 SPTD2020 -0.001354 0.931163 -0.004892 -0.103383 -0.055357 0.8584 
  [-1.2615] [20.7504]** [-0.0927] [-1.8258] [-1.3675]  
EW_2030 SPTD2030 -0.001562 0.969419 0.016463 -0.108709 -0.058218 0.8963 
  [-1.3540] [24.4994]** [0.2882] [-1.7817] [-1.3360]  
EW_2040 SPTD2040 -0.001887 1,008,195 0.030957 -0.109126 -0.058653 0.9145 
  [-1.5652] [27.1001]** [0.5174] [-1.7108] [-1.2875]  
EW_2050 SPTD2050 -0.001572 0.880041 0.020041 -0.130602 -0.073388 0.9088 
  [-1.3760] [26.1836]** [0.3533] [-2.1620]* [-1.6998]  
EW_2020 MSAAMMOR -0.003764 0.985639 -0.031941 -0.109476 0.005536 0.8333 
  [-3.1445]** [18.8078]** [-0.5520] [-1.7810] [0.1256]  
EW_2030 MSAAMMOR -0.004924 1,260,583 0.001059 -0.099964 0.018030 0.8802 
  [-3.8574]** [22.5543]** [0.0172] [-1.5249] [0.3835]  
EW_2040 MSAAMMOR -0.005866 1,457,110 0.023534 -0.097274 0.024211 0.8976 
  [-4.3195]** [24.5063]** [0.3585] [-1.3948] [0.4841]  
EW_2050 MSAAMMOR -0.005206 1,333,161 0.015294 -0.129598 -0.007547 0.8911 
  [-4.0503]** [23.6890]** [0.2461] [-1.9633] [-0.1594]  
Panel C: Short Government Retirement Funds (SG) 
EW_GOV B10_20Y -0.000405 0.163218 -0.002934 -0.025817 -0.016819 0.6002 
  [-1.1691] [9.3598]** [-0.1660] [-1.3487] [-1.2649]  
EW_GOV B7_10Y -0.000173 0.240519 -0.003043 -0.012972 -0.013685 0.7229 
  [-0.5995] [12.7203]** [-0.2101] [-0.8066] [-1.2370]  
EW_GOV BB -0.000383 0.482933 -0.016299 -0.026575 -0.006061 0.7178 
  [-1.3185] [12.5476]** [-1.1401] [-1.6650] [-0.5424]  
EW_GOV BB_US -0.001078 0.243418 -0.056633 -0.053728 -0.021912 0.3108 




Table VII: Carhart Four-Factor Model, TSP (MSAAMMOR + S&P) 
This Table reports the results of the four-factor model given by !"# − !%# = '" + ) ∗ !+# − !%# + ) ∗ ./0# + ) ∗ 1/2# +
) ∗ 3/0# + ,"#. The regression is based on monthly excess returns for the time period from September 2009 to September 
2016 for the TSP funds relative to the Morningstar and S&P TD benchmarks. T-statistics are reported in parentheses. * 
indicates (p < 0.1) significance at the 90% confidence level and ** mean (p<0.05) significance at the 95% confidence level. 
Dep. Var: Benchmark Alpha EXMKT SMB HML MOM Adj. R² 
Panel A: Income Retirement Funds (INRT) 
L_INCOME MSAAMMOR 0.001299 0.322357 -0.005369 -0.007573 0.016979 0.9787 
  [9.9969]** [56.6820]** [-0.8551] [-1.1352] [3.5491]**  
Panel B: Target Date Retirement Funds (TD) 
L_2020 SPTD2020 0.002113 0.832455 0.026965 0.020142 0.005816 0.9781 
  [5.8862]** [55.4807]** [1.5280] [1.0639] [0.4297]  
L_2030 SPTD2030 0.002380 0.856601 0.026841 -0.003625 -0.000676 0.9874 
  [6.9912]** [73.3803]** [1.5929] [-0.2014] [-0.0526]  
L_2040 SPTD2040 0.002464 0.886080 0.032618 -0.008139 0.003538 0.9903 
  [7.1750]** [83.6177]** [1.9138] [-0.4480] [0.2727]  
L_2050 SPTD2050 0.002568 0.936752 0.042393 -0.008762 0.012134 0.9901 
  [6.3500]** [71.4008]** [1.9604] [-0.3943] [0.7688]  
L_2020 MSAAMMOR -0.000115 0.892123 -0.001524 0.013558 0.061057 0.9707 
  [-0.2700] [47.8174]** [-0.0740] [0.6196] [3.8905]**  
L_2030 MSAAMMOR -0.000601 1,115,367 0.012647 0.003948 0.066807 0.9721 
  [-1.1516] [48.8157]** [0.5013] [0.1473] [3.4759]**  
L_2040 MSAAMMOR -0.001031 1,280,241 0.026243 0.002317 0.076338 0.9717 
  [-1.7050] [48.3636]** [0.8979] [0.0746] [3.4283]**  
L_2050 MSAAMMOR -0.001034 1,421,204 0.028257 -0.048034 0.059148 0.9637 
  [-1.2919] [36.6546]** [0.6782] [-1.1308] [1.9373]  
Panel C: Short Government Retirement Funds (SG) 
G_FUND B10_20Y 0.001717 0.004273 0.001821 -0.001708 0.000988 0.0555 
  [33.4863]** [1.6549] [0.6958] [-0.6027] [0.5018]  
G_FUND B7_10Y 0.001723 0.005985 0.001737 -0.001447 0.001072 0.0606 
  [33.7112]** [1.7843] [0.6763] [-0.5073] [0.5463]  
G_FUND BB 0.001718 0.013894 0.001599 -0.001613 0.001286 0.0727 
  [33.8136]** [2.0670]* [0.6403] [-0.5788] [0.6588]  
G_FUND BB_US 0.001689 0.009420 0.000527 -0.002224 0.000733 0.0472 




Table VII reports that TSP funds provide the same overall consistent outperformance as found 
in the single-factor model. For example, the alpha for the S&P benchmark-adjusted return of 
the “L 2020” is 21 basis points a month (t-statistic of 5.8862), which is slightly higher than the 
result of the single-factor model. On the other hand, when the MSAAMMOR benchmark is 
applied the “L 2020” fund underperforms by 1.1 basis points a month (t-statistic of -0.27) while 
being non-statistically significant. Compared to the single-factor model result, which displays 
a positive alpha of 1.3 basis points monthly (t-statistic of 0.2909) and is equally non-significant, 
the multi-factor model does not seem to have provided any further explanatory power of the 
alpha coefficient. On parts of the different factor coefficients, I find statistically significance 
for the INRT fund and the MSAAMMOR driven “L Funds” that appear to load more on the 
momentum factor. Hence, with positive momentum coefficients these funds tend to allocate 
their investments with prior winners, which means that their investment’s 12-month average 
return was positive.  
    Similarly, the overall findings in Table VIII, which present the performance difference of the 
DMFPPs portfolios and TSP fund relative to the self-developed style- and risk-adjusted 
benchmarks are consistent with the single-factor model results. Most DMFPPs underperform 
while the TSP funds outperform their benchmark varying in economical and statistical 
significance. Overall, market index exposure is significant and adjusted R²s are slightly lower 
compared to the other benchmark’s multi-factor model results. For DMFPPs portfolios, the 
results indicate similar underperformance but with weaker economical and statistical 
significance, with the exception of the “Income fund”, that outperforms by 2.4 basis points 
monthly (t-statistic of 0.1496). For TSP funds, the evidence of outperformance is stronger 
compared to the single-factor model and displays greater statistical significance. The factor 
coefficients of the TD funds show a reversed and weaker significance for the momentum factor 
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compared to the findings in Table VII. Furthermore, the “Income” funds and TSP TD funds 
have a positive and significant exposure to the SMB factor.  
Table VIII: Four-Factor Model, DMFPPs & TSP (Self-Developed Benchmark) 
This Table reports the results of the four-factor model given by !"# − !%# = '" + ) ∗ !+# − !%# + ) ∗ ./0# + ) ∗ 1/2# +
) ∗ 3/0# + ,"#. The regression is based on monthly excess returns for the time period from September 2009 to September 
2016 for the TSP funds and DMFPPs equal weighted portfolios relative to the self-developed style- and risk-adjusted 
benchmarks. T-statistics are reported in parentheses. * indicates (p < 0.1) significance at the 90% confidence level and ** 
mean (p<0.05) significance at the 95% confidence level. 
Dep. Var: Benchmark Alpha EXMKT SMB HML MOM Adj. R² 
Panel A: DMFPPs Funds 
EW_INCOME INC_BEN 0.000245 0.616787 0.255349 0.041303 -0.079976 0.2673 
  [0.1496] [4.7184]** [3.2865]** [0.4657] [-1.2968]  
EW_2020 L_2020_BEN -0.002649 1,104,365 0.088372 -0.023542 -0.071971 0.7373 
  [-1.7787] [13.9715]** [1.2530] [-0.3062] [-1.3054]  
EW_2030 L_2030_BEN -0.002382 1,251,058 0.067526 -0.016102 -0.112225 0.8481 
  [-1.6931] [19.6018]** [0.9853] [-0.2189] [-2.1263]*  
EW_2040 L_2040_BEN -0.003037 1,222,929 0.034300 -0.061885 -0.114820 0.8733 
  [-2.0533]* [21.6763]** [0.4698] [-0.7988] [-2.0706]*  
EW_2050 L_2050_BEN -0.002182 1,033,618 0.095975 -0.032683 -0.102600 0.8348 
  [-1.2562] [15.8089]** [1.0525] [-0.3425] [-1.5308]  
EW_GOV EWI -0.000538 0.198865 -0.000548 -0.018993 -0.015880 0.6756 
  [-1.7227] [11.2520]** [-0.0346] [-1.0971] [-1.3264]  
Panel B: TSP Funds 
L_INCOME INC_BEN 0.003201 0.110432 0.135195 0.044355 -0.008212 0.1548 
  [4.0149]** [1.7349] [3.5735]** [1.0270] [-0.2734]  
L_2020 L_2020_BEN 0.001123 0.953870 0.118415 0.092010 -0.008874 0.7968 
  [1.0091] [16.1473]** [2.2466]* [1.6015] [-0.2154]  
L_2030 L_2030_BEN 0.001635 1,109,832 0.070467 0.078041 -0.048531 0.9412 
  [2.2059]* [33.0021]** [1.9515] [2.0131]* [-1.7451]  
L_2040 L_2040_BEN 0.001329 1,096,457 0.025617 0.031333 -0.046398 0.9786 
  [2.5820]* [55.8544]** [1.0084] [1.1624] [-2.4047]*  
L_2050 L_2050_BEN 0.002114 1,065,484 0.116692 0.039446 -0.039035 0.9525 
  [2.3749]* [31.8062]** [2.4976]* [0.8069] [-1.1367]  
G_FUND EWI 0.001714 0.004994 0.001814 -0.001585 0.001017 0.0581 
  [33.3996]** [1.7211] [0.6981] [-0.5576] [0.5171]  
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Table IX presents the performance difference between the DMFPPs portfolios and the TSP 
funds. Similar to the single-factor model, direct comparison results in Table III DMFPPs 
portfolio’s alphas are negative, while being statistically significant expect for the G fund 
portfolio. For example, the 2040 target date equal weighted portfolio generates a negative risk-
adjusted alpha of 45.09 basis points (t-statistic of -3.2456) compared to the 2040 TSP fund. The 
only other significant Carhart (1996) factor coefficients can be reported for the Income and SG 
portfolios that load less on the SMB and HML factor. Overall, adjusted R²s increased slightly.  
Table IX: Carhart Four-Factor Model, Performance Comparison DMFPPs & TSP 
This table reports the four-factor-model regression results given by !"# − !%# = '" + ) ∗ !+# − !%# + ) ∗ ./0# + ) ∗
1/2# + ) ∗ 3/0# + ,"# for the direct comparison between DMFPPs and TSP Funds. The regression is based on monthly 
excess returns for a time period from September 2009 to September 2016. A positive (negative) alpha indicates 
outperformance (underperformance) from the DMFPPs equal weighted portfolios relative to TSP funds. * indicates (p < 
0.1) significance at the 90% confidence level and ** mean (p<0.05) significance at the 95% confidence level. 
Dep. Var: Alpha Beta SMB HML MOM Adj. R² 
EW_2020 -0.003375 1.060403 -0.014765 -0.119747 -0.06211 0.799 
 [-2.5752]* [16.7236]** [-0.2330] [-1.7721] [-1.2879]  
EW_2030 -0.004035 1.099898 0.000418 -0.100805 -0.057925 0.8641 
 [-2.9919]** [20.9536]** [0.0064] [-1.4437] [-1.1611]  
EW_2040 -0.004509 1.113961 0.006461 -0.096646 -0.063093 0.8905 
 [-3.2456]** [23.5832]** [0.0947] [-1.3398] [-1.2241]  
EW_2050 -0.004207 0.966939 -0.015305 -0.071477 -0.06538 0.8711 
 [-2.6981]** [18.3854]** [-0.1856] [-0.8509] [-1.0987]  
EW_INCOME -0.004847 1.904172 -0.053572 -0.111343 -0.05847 0.717 
 [-4.3671]** [13.5936]** [-1.0685] [-2.0799]* [-1.5258]  
EW_GOV -0.003094 1.642277 -0.065849 -0.066178 -0.014048 0.1867 
 [-1.6393] [1.5511] [-2.8217]** [-2.4882]* [-0.7399]  
In terms of overall explanatory power of the models and general performance evaluation results, 
the findings suggest a consistently increased adjusted R² and additional significant factors 
describing return variations that the Carhart four-factor model (1997) regression results do the 
best job explaining the difference in performance between DMFPPs and the TSP DC plan. 




4.3 Net Expense-Ratio Performance 
So far, the reported performance results were net of fees and expenses. According the summary 
statistics of this thesis, the expense ratio for the TSP funds is on average 0.98% smaller per year 
than the expense ratios of DMFPPs funds. Therefore, this section is going to find out whether 
or not the performance results are statistically significantly different from zero when fees and 
expense ratios are incorporated into the analysis. Obviously, by just noticing the immense 
difference in expense ratios, the results of this analysis should be straight forward. The 
relevance of this analysis is to show that the incorporation of expense ratios and fees can 
diminish the outperformance. The majority of DMFPPs funds in the sample is actively managed 
(see Appendix Table C). A study by Brown, Liang and Weisbenner (2007) find that as the 
average portfolio expenses of actively managed equity funds increase the average portfolio 
performance is depressed. Consequently, I anticipate some funds to underperform relative to 
their benchmarks. Table X reports the performance results net of fees and expenses of the 
DMFPPs sample. In line with Brown, Liang and Weisbenner (2007) the underperformance of 
all funds relative to their benchmarks increases as well as in their statistical significance. For 
example, the “Income” fund shows a negative alpha of 32 basis points per month, which is a 
much-worsened underperformance in economic magnitude compared to a negative alpha of 25 
basis points, per month, for gross returns. This can be observed across the whole sample of 
DMFPPs portfolios. On average, the monthly abnormal return before-fees is -0.217%, while 
the monthly abnormal return net of fees is -0.283% on a risk-adjusted basis. In Table XI, the 
TSP fund performance results net of fees and expenses are presented. The TSP funds still 
outperform their benchmarks across all three fund categories after fees and expenses have been 
incorporated. For example, the gross risk-adjusted alpha for the L2020 fund of 21.13 basis 
points per month has only been decreased to 20.90 basis points per month net fees and expenses. 
This development is clearly due to the extremely low net expense ratio of the TSP funds. 
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Table X: Carhart Four-Factor Model, DMFPPs Net Expense Ratio Performance 
This table reports the net expense ratio performance results of the four-factor model of the DMFPPs equal weighted portfolios 
relative to all deployed benchmarks. It is identical in methodology and sample period as used in table VI and VIII. 
Dep. Var: Benchmark Alpha EXMKT SMB HML MOM Adj. R² 
EW_INCOME MSAAMMOR -0.003250 0.641682 -0.074841 -0.128597 -0.024115 0.7604 
  [-3.3830]** [15.2574]** [-1.6117] [-2.6068]* [-0.6816]  
EW_INCOME INC_BEN -0.000443 0.616927 0.255261 0.041378 -0.079992 0.2674 
  [-0.2706] [4.7202]** [3.2859]** [0.4666] [-1.2973]  
EW_2020 SPTD2020 -0.002088 0.931130 -0.005258 -0.103344 -0.055360 0.8584 
  [-1.9452] [20.7564]** [-0.0997] [-1.8257] [-1.3680]  
EW_2030 SPTD2030 -0.002333 0.969396 0.016072 -0.108696 -0.058252 0.8964 
  [-2.0229]* [24.5081]** [0.2815] [-1.7822] [-1.3373]  
EW_2040 SPTD2040 -0.002683 1,008,168 0.030602 -0.109140 -0.058695 0.9145 
  [-2.2266]* [27.1105]** [0.5116] [-1.7117] [-1.2889]  
EW_2050 SPTD2050 -0.002324 0.879954 0.020255 -0.130424 -0.073405 0.9088 
  [-2.0341]* [26.1749]** [0.3570] [-2.1586]* [-1.6997]  
EW_2020 MSAAMMOR -0.004497 0.985576 -0.032295 -0.109433 0.005530 0.8333 
  [-3.7575]** [18.8095]** [-0.5582] [-1.7806] [0.1255]  
EW_2030 MSAAMMOR -0.005695 1,260,502 0.000688 -0.099946 0.017990 0.8802 
  [-4.4614]** [22.5545]** [0.0112] [-1.5247] [0.3827]  
EW_2040 MSAAMMOR -0.006662 1,457,010 0.023202 -0.097283 0.024163 0.8976 
  [-4.9056]** [24.5055]** [0.3534] [-1.3950] [0.4831]  
EW_2050 MSAAMMOR -0.005959 1,333,089 0.015484 -0.129426 -0.007566 0.8911 
  [-4.6363]** [23.6910]** [0.2492] [-1.9610] [-0.1599]  
EW_2020 L_2020_BEN -0.003381 1,104,079 0.088062 -0.023502 -0.071971 0.7370 
  [-2.2695]* [13.9629]** [1.2482] [-0.3056] [-1.3049]  
EW_2030 L_2030_BEN -0.003153 1,251,144 0.067095 -0.016096 -0.112262 0.8482 
  [-2.2431]* [19.6170]** [0.9797] [-0.2189] [-2.1285]*  
EW_2040 L_2040_BEN -0.003834 1,222,938 0.033925 -0.061905 -0.114861 0.8734 
  [-2.5931]* [21.6871]** [0.4649] [-0.7995] [-2.0724]*  
EW_2050 L_2050_BEN -0.002940 1,033,468 0.096050 -0.032547 -0.102666 0.8346 
  [-1.6916] [15.7990]** [1.0528] [-0.3409] [-1.5310]  
EW_GOV B10_20Y -0.000805 0.163185 -0.002975 -0.025813 -0.016813 0.6001 
  [-2.3247]* [9.3571]** [-0.1683] [-1.3484] [-1.2643]  
EW_GOV B7_10Y -0.000573 0.240480 -0.003082 -0.012968 -0.013680 0.7228 
  [-1.9885] [12.7165]** [-0.2128] [-0.8063] [-1.2364]  
EW_GOV BB -0.000784 0.482832 -0.016338 -0.026572 -0.006057 0.7176 
  [-2.6942]** [12.5421]** [-1.1425] [-1.6644] [-0.5419]  
EW_GOV BB_US -0.001478 0.243273 -0.056667 -0.053725 -0.021901 0.3107 
  [-2.9894]** [4.1494]** [-2.6246]* [-2.1775]* [-1.2443]  
EW_GOV EWI -0.000939 0.198829 -0.000588 -0.018989 -0.015874 0.6755 




Table XI: Carhart Four-Factor Model, TSP Net Expense Ratio Performance 
This table reports the net expense ratio performance results of the four-factor model of the TSP funds relative to all deployed 
benchmarks. It is identical in methodology and sample period as used in table VII and VIII. 
Dep. Var: Benchmark Alpha EXMKT SMB HML MOM Adj. R² 
L_INCOME MSAAMMOR  0.001276  0.322356 -0.005362 -0.007571  0.016981 0.9787 
  [9.8215]** [56.6843]** [-0.8539] [-1.1350] [3.5497]**  
L_INCOME INC_BEN  0.003178  0.110448  0.135204  0.044359 -0.008210 0.1548 
  [3.9863]** [1.7352] [3.5737]** [1.0271] [-0.2734]  
L_2020 SPTD2020  0.002090  0.832453  0.026972  0.020144  0.005818 0.9781 
  [5.8227]** [55.4819]** [1.5285] [1.0640] [0.4299]  
L_2030 SPTD2030  0.002357  0.856598  0.026849 -0.003624 -0.000675 0.9874 
  [6.9241]** [73.3833]** [1.5935] [-0.2013] [-0.0525]  
L_2040 SPTD2040  0.002441  0.886077  0.032626 -0.008138  0.003539 0.9903 
  [7.1084]** [83.6205]** [1.9143] [-0.4479] [0.2728]  
L_2050 SPTD2050  0.001717  0.641258  0.047171 -0.271193 -0.168716 0.7031 
  [0.9754] [12.3821]** [0.5397] [-2.9136]** [-2.5360]*  
L_2020 MSAAMMOR -0.000138  0.892122 -0.001516  0.013560  0.061060 0.9707 
  [-0.3236] [47.8196]** [-0.0736] [0.6197] [3.8908]**  
L_2030 MSAAMMOR -0.000624 1,115,365  0.012654  0.003949  0.066808 0.9721 
  [-1.1957] [48.8188]** [0.5016] [0.1474] [3.4762]**  
L_2040 MSAAMMOR -0.001054 1,280,238  0.026251  0.002318  0.076339 0.9717 
  [-1.7431] [48.3664]** [0.8982] [0.0747] [3.4285]**  
L_2050 MSAAMMOR -0.000826  0.955852  0.049829 -0.268847 -0.121880 0.6726 
  [-0.4341] [11.4687]** [0.5415] [-2.7501]** [-1.7385]  
L_2020 L_2020_BEN  0.001100  0.953867  0.118422  0.092012 -0.008871 0.7968 
  [0.9885] [16.1473]** [2.2468]* [1.6015] [-0.2153]  
L_2030 L_2030_BEN  0.001612 1,109,825  0.070475  0.078042 -0.048529 0.9412 
  [2.1749]* [33.0012]** [1.9517] [2.0131]* [-1.7450]  
L_2040 L_2040_BEN  0.001306 1,096,452  0.025626  0.031335 -0.046397 0.9786 
  [2.5374]* [55.8522]** [1.0087] [1.1624] [-2.4046]*  
L_2050 L_2050_BEN  0.002090 1,065,475  0.116695  0.039443 -0.039037 0.9525 
  [2.3486]* [31.8040]** [2.4975]* [0.8068] [-1.1367]  
G_FUND B10_20Y  0.001694  0.004288  0.001834 -0.001703  0.000989 0.0556 
  [33.0034]** [1.6588] [0.6997] [-0.6003] [0.5016]  
G_FUND B7_10Y  0.001700  0.006003  0.001748 -0.001442  0.001073 0.0607 
  [33.2268]** [1.7877] [0.6799] [-0.5050] [0.5461]  
G_FUND BB  0.001695  0.013928  0.001609 -0.001609  0.001287 0.0728 
  [33.3259]** [2.0699]* [0.6437] [-0.5767] [0.6588]  
G_FUND BB_US  0.001666  0.009451  0.000535 -0.002221  0.000733 0.0472 
  [29.7223]** [1.4214] [0.2184] [-0.7937] [0.3674]  
G_FUND EWI  0.001691  0.005011  0.001826 -0.001580  0.001017 0.0582 
  [32.9170]** [1.7251] [0.7020] [-0.5552] [0.5169]  
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When looking at the individual DMFPPs fund level (see Appendix Table D) some funds 
outperform their benchmark and display persistency net of fees and expenses. For example, out 
of the TD sub-sample with 56 funds in total, before fees and expenses four different asset 
managers, with a total of 16 funds were able to outperform the S&P TD benchmark. After 
incorporating fees and expenses only one asset managing firm with four TD funds persist to 
outperform. For the INRT sub-sample, the before fees and expenses and after fee and expenses 
performance of the individual funds is equal. Six DMFPPs asset managers outperform relative 
to the self-developed “Income” benchmark regardless of fees and expenses. At last, for the SG 
category, one asset manager, out of 10, beats the market before fees and expenses while no 
asset manager manages to outperform after fees and expenses.  
    Table XII and Table XIII report the net return differences the of DMFPPs portfolios and TSP 
funds by applying the single- and multi-factor model. The DMFPPs portfolios’ 
underperformance is consistent with the previous before fees and expenses models but stronger 
in economical and statistical magnitude. An exception is the 2050 target-date portfolio where 
no statistically significant return difference is found after incorporating fees and expenses. For 
example, the before fees and expenses of the 2040 equal weighed portfolio reports a negative 
alpha of 45.09 basis points (t-statistic of -3.2456) compared to a 53.55 basis points 
underperformance after fees and expenses (t-statistic of -3.917). 
Table XII: Jensen’s Alpha, Net Expense Performance Comparison DMFPPs & TSP 
This table reports the single-factor-model regression results given by !"# − !%# = '" + )	 !+# − !%# + ,"# for the direct 
comparison between DMFPPs and TSP Funds. The regression is based on monthly excess returns after fees and expenses 
for a time period from September 2009 to September 2016. A positive (negative) alpha indicates outperformance 
(underperformance) from the DMFPPs equal weighted portfolios relative to TSP funds. * indicates (p < 0.1) significance at 
the 90% confidence level and ** mean (p<0.05) significance at the 95% confidence level. 
Dep. Var: Alpha T-stat. Beta T-stat. Adj. R² 
EW_2020 -0.004068 [-3.1327]** 1.045550 [17.6410]** 0.7894 
EW_2030 -0.004818 [-3.6288]** 1.094649 [22.5485]** 0.8597 
EW_2040 -0.005354 [-3.9170]** 1.111549 [25.5343]** 0.8871 
EW_2050 -0.002202 [-1.0342] 0.955895 [12.8793]** 0.6665 
EW_INCOME -0.005355 [-4.8219]** 1.837409 [13.7239]** 0.6941 
EW_GOV -0.003968 [-2.0069]* 1.938444 [1.7341] 0.0350 
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Table XIII: Carhart Four-Factor Model, Net Expense Performance Comparison 
DMFPPs & TSP 
This table reports the four-factor-model regression results given by !"# − !%# = '" + ) ∗ !+# − !%# + ) ∗ ./0# + ) ∗
1/2# + ) ∗ 3/0# + ,"# for the direct comparison between DMFPPs and TSP Funds. The regression is based on monthly 
excess returns for a time period from September 2009 to September 2016. A positive (negative) alpha indicates 
outperformance (underperformance) from the DMFPPs equal weighted portfolios relative to TSP funds. * indicates (p < 
0.1) significance at the 90% confidence level and ** mean (p<0.05) significance at the 95% confidence level. 
Dep. Var: Alpha Beta SMB HML MOM Adj. R² 
EW_2020 -0.004084 1.060409 -0.015154 -0.119713 -0.062114 0.7991 
 [-3.1187]** [16.7299]** [-0.2392] [-1.7723] [-1.2885]  
EW_2030 -0.004781 1.099905 0.000005 -0.100797 -0.057960 0.8642 
 [-3.5473]** [20.9627]** [0.0001] [-1.4442] [-1.1623]  
EW_2040 -0.005280 1.113952 0.006088 -0.096664 -0.063136 0.8906 
 [-3.8028]** [23.5931]** [0.0893] [-1.3406] [-1.2255]  
EW_2050 -0.002247 0.939548 0.139483 0.168247 0.075104 0.6848 
 [-1.0522] [11.8951]** [1.3366] [1.4934] [0.9198]  
EW_INCOME -0.005490 1.903959 -0.053665 -0.111289 -0.058490 0.7169 
 [-4.9529]** [13.5918]** [-1.0703] [-2.0789]* [-1.5263]  
EW_GOV -0.003447 1.636638 -0.065887 -0.066183 -0.014038 0.1867 
 [-1.8512] [1.5475] [-2.8233]** [-2.4884]* [-0.7394]  
 
The after-fee and before-fee performance comparison results are consistent throughout the 
analysis and similar to the findings of the existing literature. Further consistency is emphasized 
by the small increase in coefficient magnitude, which prove the overall reliability and 
robustness of the applied models. 
 
4.4 Pooled 24 Month Rolling Window Regression  
Finally, a further robustness check for the consistency of the results is provided. But rather than 
using the applied single- or multi-factor models, Table XIV reports alphas that are estimated 
with a 24-month rolling window pooled OLS regression. The different factor coefficients show 
the magnitude difference (and the statistical significance) in alphas between Pension Funds and 
Mutual funds, after controlling for size, age and turnover. PM is a dummy variable that equals 
0, if the fund is a Pension Fund, and 1 if it is a DMFPPs Fund. For the INRT category a negative 
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PM coefficient indicates that DMFPPs underperform 35.461 basis points per month compared 
to the TSP fund. The coefficient is statistically significant with a t-statistic of -5.073. 
Furthermore, for SG funds underperform the TSP funds by 19.7969 basis points per month (t-
statistic of -1,4531), though being statistically insignificant. The strongest underperformance is 
observed in the TD category with 53.197 basis points per month, while also being statistically 
insignificant (t-statistic of -1.4531). When looking at the other factors controlling for size, age 
and turnover similar results as found when grouping the funds can be seen. The size coefficient 
is positive and statistically significant for the TD and SG category, as well as, positive but 
insignificant for INTR funds. For the TD funds, the turnover coefficient is negative and 
statistically significant. In general, the results are consistent with the other models and existing 
literature.  
 
Table XIV: Pooled 24 Month Rolling Window Regression 
This table reports the 24-month rolling window panel regression results given by 'AB	;@	CD7#E = )> ∗ F/ + ); ∗ 1GHI +
)J ∗ KLI + )@ ∗ MN!OPQI! + ,"# for the cross-sectional comparison between DMFPPs and TSP Funds controlling for size, 
age and turnover. The regression is based on 24 month rolling window alphas for a time period from September 2009 to 
September 2016. PM is a dummy variable that equals 0 if the fund is a Pension Fund and 1 if it is a DMFPPs Fund. A 
positive (negative) alpha indicates outperformance (underperformance) from the DMFPPs equal weighted portfolios 
relative to TSP funds. The results in the table are adjusted for variable size (x100). * indicates (p < 0.1) significance at the 
90% confidence level and ** mean (p<0.05) significance at the 95% confidence level. 
Portfolio Intercept PM Size Age Turnover Adj. R² 
INRT 0.471732 -0.35461 0.000964 -0.037805 -0.132323 0.113897 
 [1.212869] [-5.073938]** [0.901094] [-0.140686] [-1.532974]  
       
TD 0.660636 -0.531975 0.123968 -0.176258 -0.394125 0.313426 
 [6.063805]** [-1.453170] [5.291187]** [-2.189860] [-6.270688]**  
       
SG 0.197969 -0.234691 0.000413 -0.009692 0.008487 0.539687 





4.5 T-test Analysis 
The main conclusive result of the previous models is that on average TSP funds consistently 
outperform compared to DMFPPs, which is in line with the existing literature.  But more 
importantly, one of the rather intriguing results found is that some individual DMFPPs funds 
outperform as well. The fact that some DMFPPs outperform creates an equilibrium view on the 
main research question. The level of investor sophistication might determine which fund is best. 
Hence, I expect DMFPPs funds to be more diverse and to have more top performing funds 
compared to the TSP funds. Therefore, I conduct a t-test analysis to compare both type of funds 
with regards to gross return, net return, (fund) age, (fund) size, annual net expense ratio, cross-
sectional standard deviations and the 95th percentile of top fund’s returns. Table XV reports the 
results of the two-sample t-test, assuming unequal variances, measuring the differences in fund 
characteristics. While gross return, net return and age results still contribute to the overall 
finding of TSP average outperformance, fund size, expenses, the cross-sectional standard 
deviations and the top 5% performing fund returns tell a different story. For example, DMFPPs 
funds display a 78.96 basis points higher cross-sectional standard deviation than the TSP funds 
while being statistically significant. Furthermore, the DMFPPs top 5% performing funds show 
a positive 85.36 basis points return difference compared to the TSP funds.   
Table XV: T-test 
This table reports the standard t-test analysis results consisting of the mean for the TSP and DMFPPs funds, difference and 
p-value to indicate statistical significance. The test is based on monthly observations for the whole sample from September 
2009 to September 2016. * indicates (p < 0.1) significance at the 90% confidence level and ** mean (p<0.05) significance 
at the 95% confidence level. 
Variable TSP DMFPPs Difference P-value 
Gross Return 0.005455613 0.002866046 0.002589567 0.040250864* 
Net Return 0.00520513 0.002149301 0.003055828 0.018749693* 
Age (log) 1.069368245 1.03313013 0.036238115 0.71826567** 
Size (log) 1.290040262 2.236796848 -0.946756586 0.00356302 
Expenses 0.00029 0.008159211 -0.007869211 5.42376E-35 
Cross-Sectional 
Standard Deviation 0.019676122 0.027573096 -0.007896973 0.19525746** 
Top 5% Fund 




In this section, the economic interpretation of the most important results and main findings of 
this master thesis, that pension funds in general outperform their benchmarks and DMFPPs do 
not, are given and linked to the existing literature. New insights to the agency cost debate are 
given by questioning the efficiency of QDIAs for the pension industry.  
 
5.1 Investment Mix Promise 
An explanation for the superior performance of the TSP funds, compared to matching mutual 
funds, is found in the overall sample of investment options, as well as, the general asset 
allocation mix offered through target-date funds and goes in line with the hidden cost debate. 
The TSP Lifecycle funds are invested along a changing asset allocation of individual index 
funds and the special “G Fund”.  The investment approach is passive, simple, minimalistic and 
offers great diversification through the use of index funds. Examining the asset allocation of 
the TD category reveals one drawback. Most target-date funds are actively managed funds and 
there seems to be the limited availability of investment options for fund participants. Brokers 
will normally allocate the investor’s money primarily or only to the brokerage’s own funds to 
increase revenues. A PIMCO target-date fund will only hold PIMCO mutual funds and not a 
BlackRock mutual fund, even though BlackRock’s mutual funds might perform superior. 
Adding to the overall discussion on the effectiveness of target-date funds, investors seem to be 
uninformed and have various misconceptions about what target-date funds are. A 2012 study 
by the SEC revealed that 26% of target-date fund owners falsely indicated target-date funds to 
have a guaranteed income. Furthermore, fewer than 30% of all survey respondents knew the 
correct interpretation of the target-date contained in the fund name (SEC, 2012). These results 
may identify one additional problem the mutual fund industry has. Private investment firms, 
nudged by the pension industry growth try to capitalize on these misconceptions. 
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5.2 (Agency) Cost Debate 
Given the observed sample of monthly returns for 78 U.S. mutual funds and six DC pension 
funds over a period from September 2009 to September 2016, I find that there is a statistically 
significant underperformance for the DMFPPs funds compared to the DC pension funds when 
applying a single-, multi-factor model and four-factor pooled OLS regression. The observed 
type of fund is slightly different to the standard equity or fixed income portfolio, since the 
majority of funds assessed are QDIAs. This broadens the scope of possible explanations for the 
results of this thesis because QDIAs need the expertise of asset managers to decide on managing 
or stochastically modelling an asset allocation mix. On the other hand, it shortens the scope as 
well, since QDIAs are default investment funds that are better secured from irrational 
behavioural tendencies, which weaken the impact of behavioural interpretations. The results of 
this study are consistent with recent existing literature that have studied performance 
differences between pension and mutual funds for equity (Beebower & Bergstrom, 1977; 
Busse, Goyal & Wahal, 2006; Bauer, Frehen, Lum & Otten, 2007; Ambachtsheer & Bauer, 
2007; Bauer, Cremers & Frehen, 2010) and fixed income portfolios (Bauer & Kicken, 2008). 
These studies give several explanations in favour of pension fund outperformance: Firstly, 
Bauer, Cremers and Frehen identify a liquidity premium driven by small cap mandates, the fund 
size as a driver of costs, lower cost levels for (larger) pension funds compared to mutual funds 
and skills in selecting (external) managers due to bargaining power to keep cost low (2010). 
Secondly, Ambachtsheer and Bauer recognise higher average total mutual fund expenses, naïve 
individual investors (2007). Thirdly, Bauer, Frehen, Lum and Otten discuss that pension funds 
are less exposed to hidden agency costs in the mutual fund industry, created by agreements 
between mutual funds and brokerage firms, due to efficient fund pooling for negotiating power 
and monitoring capacity (2007). Fourthly, Bauer and Kicken identify that relatively high mutual 
fund expense ratios for fixed income portfolios are fuelled by hidden agency costs (2008). At 
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last, a study on pension fund costs by Bikker and De Dreu (2007) also finds economies of scale 
to be the main contributor of lower fees and expenses. A very conspicuous explanation, that 
can be found in almost all recent research, is the cost component. Since, there is such 
consistency in the interpretation of the given results, the agency cost debate seems to be an 
economically plausible justification and will function as the first explanation for the 
performance comparison results found in this master thesis. As mentioned before, the simple 
analysis of the summary statistics reveals huge differences in expense ratios. Even though the 
average asset-weighted expense ratio for target-date funds decreased from 1.02% in 2010 to 
0.73% in 2015, annual fees are still much higher than for comparable pension plans 
(morningstar.com, 2016). The very low expense ratio of 0.029% for the TSP funds are an 
extreme case though. They are achieved through a system where forfeitures from FERS 
employees’ 1% “Agency Automatic Contributions”, who leave the Federal service before they 
are vested, are used to offset the total expenses as well as general loan fees and other forfeitures. 
This is similar to a system of collective revenue sharing. Furthermore, the TSP is the largest 
defined contribution plan in the world, with approximately 4.8 million participants, $458 billion 
in assets under management and over 500,000 transactions each month (TSP, 2015). Hence, in 
line with existing research, the TSP fund fulfils a number of qualifications, which attest it a 
superior cost efficiency and therefore greater performance. These qualifications are economies 
of scale, simplicity, efficient fund and expense pooling between all participants and a 
minimalistic investment option approach. Furthermore, the Federal Retirement Thrift 
Investment Board, which is an independent agency of the United States government, governs 
and administers the investment operations and funds. Hence, the TSP has enormous negotiating 
power, monitoring capacity and a size advantage. As mentioned by Bauer, Cremers and Frehen 




5.3 Fund Value Maximization and Public Choice Theory 
Since the agency cost debate is identified as a driving force for performance differences, I 
would like to extend the interpretation with the help of the fund value maximization (FVM) and 
public choice theory (PCT) as examined by Schneider and Damanpour (2001) to embed 
behavioural theories that put their focus on the public sector. In their study, FVM is aligned 
with the behavioural assumptions of the public service motivation theory by Perry (1995), 
where “managers in the public sector use professional judgment in coordinating the interest of 
their constituencies, rather than use their positions to serve their self-interest” (Schneider & 
Damanpour, 2001). FVM will be achieved with the help of portfolio management investment 
tools and fund activism in corporate governance. In contrast to the FVM theory, PCT is an 
economical theory developed by Buchanan and Tullock (1962) to predict behaviour in public 
sector democracies. It is similar to the agency theory. According to Schneider and Damanpour 
(2001) in PCT “public pension plan managers will tend to act in their self-interest, resulting in 
agency costs that have a negative effect on risk-adjusted plan return” (2001:557). Overall 
though, Schneider and Damanpour find that public pension plans administrators are motivated 
by FVM, and to some small extent, by public sector interest and display great fund activism. 
Furthermore, tied to political interests, public pension funds tend to have a greater goal 
ambiguity and tend more towards public service motivation than self-interest. All these factors 
contribute to an overall stronger investment performance, compared to private sector mutual 
funds, which would further explain effect of agency costs on performance.  
 
5.4 Limitations 
This master thesis has some limitations that should be considered when interpreting the results. 
First, the lack of available public DC plan data can question the scope of the overall public 
pension plan performance, since only one plan has been observed, even though it is the worlds’ 
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largest public DC plan. A sample of one pension fund is not very representative. Data on 
multiple public DC plans would create a better overview on the performance comparison 
between pension and mutual funds. Generally, small samples can outweigh certain fund factors, 
such as fund size, asset allocation, expense-ratio or manager skills. Therefore, it would be 
interesting to find out if results are consistent when applying a bigger sample of public DC 
plans. Finally, the time frame of the thesis could alter the overall performance of funds, given 
that in September of 2009 the overall risk-reward allocation was still skewed, due to the recent 
financial crisis of 2007/2008. Hence, there is the possibility of a “flight-to-quality” problem in 




With the U.S. pension industry in transition, mutual funds grow their business with regards to 
retirement products. For this master thesis, it is in the academic, as well as, the economic 
interest to find out whether investors should allocate their pension investment to their employer-
based defined contribution pension, the default investment, or invest in a dedicated mutual fund 
pension product, such as a target-date fund. The performance and costs of 78 “retirement 
products” and 6 matching DC funds from the U.S., over a period from September 2009 to 
September 2016, are considered. The cost level for the pension funds are significantly lower 
than those of mutual funds. The average mutual fund charges 0.854% annually where the 
pension funds cost on average 2.9 basis points per annum. The smaller expense ratio may be 
due to the pension funds’ scale advantage as observed by Bauer, Cremers and Frehen (2010). 
Furthermore, efficient fund and expense pooling and passive investment options may contribute 
to higher bargaining power and/or more efficient fund management.  
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    In line with the existing recent literature, applying a single- and multi-factor model on 
monthly risk-adjusted returns, the major finding of this master thesis is that dedicated mutual 
fund pension products consistently underperform their style-adjusted benchmarks. In contrast, 
their matching pension funds are able to consistently outperform relative to their style-adjusted 
benchmarks. In direct comparison, DMFPPs underperform relative to their matching pension 
funds. Similar to other studies, I argue that the difference between pension and DMFPPs can 
be explained by hidden costs for mutual funds (Bauer, Frehen, Lum, & Otten, 2007). 
Nevertheless, I do not simply argue in favour of agency cost effects in the mutual fund industry, 
conflicts of interest and the difference between actively and passively managed funds, but 
extend the scope, with help of the fund value maximization and public choice theory. I argue 
that, for public pension funds like the TSP, the administration is rather motivated to maximize 
risk-adjusted return. Managers do not serve their self-interest, but rather that collective and 
political interest form greater goal ambiguity, as they are demanded by law. Furthermore, public 
pension plans have much greater fund activism towards corporate governance. Those factors 
do not necessary influence the performance of the funds, but collectively result to less exposure 
to agency costs and greater negotiation power.  
    All things considered, the implication for individual investors in the U.S., saving for 
retirement, should be clear, even though, there is an equilibrium. On the one hand, if you are a 
naïve, unsophisticated and uninformed investor it is best to allocate your retirement savings to 
your employee pension plan. On the other hand, if you are an investor that has time, skill, 
financial knowledge and resources to search for appropriate investment options, you might find 
more suitable retirement investments with dedicated mutual fund pension products, since some 
funds also achieve an outstanding performance. Future research should measure FVM and PCT 
factors to quantify the effects of the agency cost debate on performance, as well as, to which 
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Table A: Allocation Targets TSP Funds 
This Table reports the asset allocation adjustments and changes made to the different TPS Lifecycle funds. The L2020, 
L2030, L2040 and L2050 asset allocations are adjusted on a quarterly basis. Here, the L Income fund is shown with 
quarterly changes, though it is rebalanced daily. This is only for reporting purposes. Allocation targets for the whole sample 
period from September 2009 to September 2016 are shown, since the adjustments happen on a quarterly basis. 
L Income Allocation Changes 
Date G Fund F Fund C Fund S Fund I Fund 
30/09/16 74.0% 6.00% 11.20% 2.80% 6.0% 
30/06/16 74.0% 6.00% 11.20% 2.80% 6.0% 
29/04/16 74.0% 6.00% 11.20% 2.80% 6.0% 
29/01/16 74.0% 6.00% 11.20% 2.80% 6.0% 
30/10/15 74.0% 6.00% 12.00% 3.00% 5.0% 
30/06/15 74.0% 6.00% 12.00% 3.00% 5.0% 
30/04/15 74.0% 6.00% 12.00% 3.00% 5.0% 
30/01/15 74.0% 6.00% 12.00% 3.00% 5.0% 
31/10/14 74.0% 6.00% 12.00% 3.00% 5.0% 
30/06/14 74.0% 6.00% 12.00% 3.00% 5.0% 
30/04/14 74.0% 6.00% 12.00% 3.00% 5.0% 
31/01/14 74.0% 6.00% 12.00% 3.00% 5.0% 
31/10/13 74.0% 6.00% 12.00% 3.00% 5.0% 
28/06/13 74.0% 6.00% 12.00% 3.00% 5.0% 
30/04/13 74.0% 6.00% 12.00% 3.00% 5.0% 
31/01/13 74.0% 6.00% 12.00% 3.00% 5.0% 
31/10/12 74.0% 6.00% 12.00% 3.00% 5.0% 
29/06/12 74.0% 6.00% 12.00% 3.00% 5.0% 
30/04/12 74.0% 6.00% 12.00% 3.00% 5.0% 
31/01/12 74.0% 6.00% 12.00% 3.00% 5.0% 
31/10/11 74.0% 6.00% 12.00% 3.00% 5.0% 
30/06/11 74.0% 6.00% 12.00% 3.00% 5.0% 
29/04/11 74.0% 6.00% 12.00% 3.00% 5.0% 
31/01/11 74.0% 6.00% 12.00% 3.00% 5.0% 
29/10/10 74.0% 6.00% 12.00% 3.00% 5.0% 
30/06/10 74.0% 6.00% 12.00% 3.00% 5.0% 
30/04/10 74.0% 6.00% 12.00% 3.00% 5.0% 
29/01/10 74.0% 6.00% 12.00% 3.00% 5.0% 
30/10/09 74.0% 6.00% 12.00% 3.00% 5.0% 
L 2020 Allocation Changes 
Date G Fund F Fund C Fund S Fund I Fund 
30/09/16 50.3% 5.7% 24.3% 6.5% 13.2% 
30/06/16 50.3% 5.7% 24.3% 6.5% 13.2% 
29/04/16 49.0% 5.5% 25.1% 6.7% 13.7% 
29/01/16 47.7% 5.3% 26.0% 6.9% 14.1% 
30/10/15 45.7% 5.8% 26.3% 7.8% 14.5% 
30/06/15 44.4% 5.6% 27.0% 8.0% 15.0% 
30/04/15 44.2% 5.5% 27.2% 10.0% 15.1% 
30/01/15 43.9% 5.4% 27.4% 8.2% 15.2% 
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31/10/14 43.7% 5.2% 27.5% 8.3% 15.3% 
30/06/14 43.4% 5.1% 27.7% 8.4% 15.4% 
30/04/14 43.2% 4.9% 27.9% 8.5% 15.5% 
31/01/14 43.0% 4.8% 28.1% 8.6% 15.6% 
31/10/13 40.2% 7.2% 28.2% 8.7% 15.7% 
28/06/13 39.8% 7.2% 28.4% 8.8% 15.8% 
30/04/13 39.4% 7.2% 28.6% 8.9% 15.9% 
31/01/13 39.0% 7.3% 28.9% 9.0% 16.0% 
31/10/12 38.6% 7.3% 28.9% 9.1% 16.1% 
29/06/12 38.2% 7.3% 29.1% 9.2% 16.2% 
30/04/12 37.8% 7.3% 29.3% 9.3% 16.3% 
31/01/12 37.4% 7.4% 29.5% 9.4% 16.4% 
31/10/11 37.0% 7.4% 29.6% 9.5% 16.5% 
30/06/11 36.6% 7.4% 29.8% 9.6% 16.6% 
29/04/11 36.2% 7.4% 30.0% 9.7% 16.7% 
31/01/11 35.8% 7.5% 30.2% 9.8% 16.8% 
29/10/10 35.4% 7.5% 30.3% 9.9% 16.9% 
30/06/10 35.0% 7.5% 30.5% 10.0% 17.0% 
30/04/10 34.6% 7.5% 30.7% 10.1% 17.1% 
29/01/10 34.2% 7.6% 30.9% 10.2% 17.2% 
30/10/09 33.8% 7.6% 31.0% 10.3% 17.3% 
L 2030 Allocation Changes 
Date G Fund F Fund C Fund S Fund I Fund 
30/09/16 30.78% 5.72% 34.53% 9.92% 19.05% 
30/06/16 30.78% 5.72% 34.53% 9.92% 19.05% 
29/04/16 30.58% 5.55% 34.72% 9.99% 19.61% 
29/01/16 30.39% 5.36% 34.91% 10.06% 19.28% 
30/10/15 29.14% 6.24% 33.82% 11.90% 18.90% 
30/06/15 28.93% 6.07% 34.00% 12.00% 19.00% 
30/04/15 28.83% 5.92% 34.10% 12.10% 19.05% 
30/01/15 28.75% 5.75% 34.20% 12.20% 19.10% 
31/10/14 28.67% 5.58% 34.30% 12.30% 19.15% 
30/06/14 28.60% 5.40% 34.40% 12.40% 19.20% 
30/04/14 28.53% 5.22% 34.50% 12.50% 19.25% 
31/01/14 28.48% 5.02% 34.60% 12.60% 19.30% 
31/10/13 25.07% 8.18% 34.70% 12.70% 19.35% 
28/06/13 24.80% 8.20% 34.80% 12.80% 19.40% 
30/04/13 24.52% 8.23% 34.90% 12.90% 19.45% 
31/01/13 24.25% 8.25% 35.00% 13.00% 19.50% 
31/10/12 23.97% 8.28% 35.10% 13.10% 19.55% 
29/06/12 23.70% 8.30% 35.20% 13.20% 19.60% 
30/04/12 23.42% 8.33% 35.30% 13.30% 19.65% 
31/01/12 23.15% 8.35% 35.40% 13.40% 19.70% 
31/10/11 22.87% 8.38% 35.50% 13.50% 19.75% 
30/06/11 22.60% 8.40% 35.60% 13.60% 19.80% 
29/04/11 22.32% 8.43% 35.70% 13.70% 19.85% 
31/01/11 22.05% 8.45% 35.80% 13.80% 19.90% 
29/10/10 21.77% 8.48% 35.90% 13.90% 19.95% 
30/06/10 21.50% 8.50% 36.00% 14.00% 20.00% 
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30/04/10 21.22% 8.53% 36.10% 14.10% 20.05% 
29/01/10 20.95% 8.55% 36.20% 14.20% 20.10% 
30/10/09 20.67% 8.58% 36.30% 14.30% 20.15% 
L 2040 Allocation Changes 
Date G Fund F Fund C Fund S Fund I Fund 
30/09/16 20.43% 5.57% 39.55% 12.25% 22.20% 
30/06/16 20.43% 5.57% 39.55% 12.25% 22.20% 
29/04/16 20.41% 5.34% 39.66% 12.31% 22.28% 
29/01/16 20.40% 5.10% 39.78% 12.37% 22.35% 
30/10/15 18.82% 6.43% 37.90% 15.90% 20.95% 
30/06/15 18.80% 6.20% 38.00% 16.00% 21.00% 
30/04/15 18.78% 5.97% 38.10% 16.05% 21.10% 
30/01/15 18.77% 5.73% 38.20% 16.10% 21.20% 
31/10/14 18.77% 5.48% 38.30% 16.15% 21.30% 
30/06/14 18.77% 5.23% 38.40% 16.20% 21.40% 
30/04/14 18.78% 4.97% 38.50% 16.25% 21.50% 
31/01/14 18.80% 4.70% 38.60% 16.30% 21.60% 
31/10/13 14.07% 9.18% 38.70% 16.35% 21.70% 
28/06/13 13.80% 9.20% 38.80% 16.40% 21.80% 
30/04/13 13.52% 9.23% 38.90% 16.45% 21.90% 
31/01/13 13.25% 9.25% 39.00% 16.50% 22.00% 
31/10/12 12.97% 9.28% 39.10% 16.55% 22.10% 
29/06/12 12.70% 9.30% 39.20% 16.60% 22.20% 
30/04/12 12.42% 9.33% 39.30% 16.65% 22.30% 
31/01/12 12.15% 9.35% 39.40% 16.70% 22.40% 
31/10/11 11.87% 9.38% 39.50% 16.75% 22.50% 
30/06/11 11.60% 9.40% 39.60% 16.80% 22.60% 
29/04/11 11.32% 9.43% 39.70% 16.50% 22.70% 
31/01/11 11.05% 9.45% 39.80% 16.90% 22.80% 
29/10/10 10.77% 9.48% 39.90% 16.95% 22.90% 
30/06/10 10.50% 9.50% 40.00% 17.00% 23.00% 
30/04/10 10.22% 9.53% 40.10% 17.05% 23.10% 
29/01/10 9.95% 9.55% 40.20% 17.10% 23.20% 
30/10/09 9.67% 9.58% 40.30% 17.15% 23.30% 
L 2050 Allocation Changes 
Date G Fund F Fund C Fund S Fund I Fund 
30/09/16 12.13% 3.87% 44.14% 14.66% 25.20% 
30/06/16 12.13% 3.87% 44.14% 14.66% 25.20% 
29/04/16 12.26% 3.49% 44.25% 14.72% 25.28% 
29/01/16 12.40% 3.10% 44.37% 14.78% 25.35% 
30/10/15 9.77% 5.48% 41.90% 17.95% 24.90% 
30/06/15 9.90% 5.10% 42.00% 18.00% 25.00% 
30/04/15 10.08% 4.67% 42.10% 18.05% 25.10% 
30/01/15 10.25% 4.25% 42.20% 18.10% 25.20% 
31/10/14 10.40% 3.85% 42.30% 18.15% 25.30% 
30/06/14 10.55% 3.45% 42.40% 18.20% 25.40% 
30/04/14 10.68% 3.07% 42.50% 18.25% 25.50% 
31/01/14 10.80% 2.70% 42.60% 18.30% 25.60% 
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31/10/13 4.42% 8.83% 42.70% 18.35% 25.70% 
28/06/13 4.33% 8.67% 42.80% 18.40% 25.80% 
30/04/13 4.25% 8.50% 42.90% 18.42% 25.90% 
31/01/13 4.17% 8.33% 43.00% 18.50% 26.00% 
31/10/12 4.08% 8.17% 43.10% 18.55% 26.10% 
29/06/12 4.00% 8.00% 43.20% 18.60% 26.20% 
30/04/12 3.92% 7.82% 43.30% 18.65% 26.30% 
31/01/12 3.83% 7.67% 43.40% 18.70% 26.40% 
31/10/11 3.75% 7.50% 43.50% 18.75% 26.50% 
30/06/11 3.67% 7.33% 43.60% 18.80% 26.60% 
29/04/11 3.58% 7.17% 43.70% 18.85% 26.70% 






Table B: Annual Net Expense Ratios DMFPPs 
This Table reports the annual net expense ratios obtained from the CRSP database and from the individual annual 
statements and prospectuses considered by Morningstar. The presented expense ratios are sample averages for all funds 
included in their corresponding sample category. Expense ratios are displayed for the whole sample period.  
 Income Annual Net Expense Ratio 
TD Annual Net Expense 
Ratios 
SG Annual Net Expense 
Ratios 
Date CRSP Morningstar CRSP Morningstar CRSP Morningstar 
2016 0.32% 0.80% 0.32% 0.88% 0.48% 0.48% 
2015 0.33% 0.82% 0.31% 0.88% 0.48% 0.48% 
2014 0.34% 0.82% 0.32% 0.89% 0.48% 0.48% 
2013 0.34% 0.82% 0.32% 0.90% 0.47% 0.47% 
2012 0.36% 0.81% 0.34% 0.93% 0.48% 0.48% 
2011 0.38% 0.83% 0.36% 0.97% 0.48% 0.48% 
2010 0.39% 0.84% 0.37% 1.02% 0.49% 0.49% 





Table C: Overview Funds 
This Table reports the NASDAQ ticker, management company, fund name, turnover, sample volatility, Sharpe Ratio, fund inception, Annual expense Ratio and investment style. Turnover 
ratios for the TSP funds are estimates. The volatility is measured as the standard deviation for the entire sample period. The expense ratio is the most recent annual net expense ratio as 













TSP N/A Thrift Savings Plan L Income 0.45* 0.76% 0.47 01/08/2005 0.029% Passive 
TSP N/A Thrift Savings Plan L 2020 0.45* 2.12% 0.28 01/08/2005 0.029% Passive 
TSP N/A Thrift Savings Plan L 2030 0.45* 2.66% 0.27 01/08/2005 0.029% Passive 
TSP N/A Thrift Savings Plan L 2040 0.5* 3.06% 0.25 01/08/2005 0.029% Passive 
TSP N/A Thrift Savings Plan L 2050 0.5* 3.16% 0.22 31/01/2011 0.029% Passive 
TSP N/A Thrift Savings Plan G Fund 0.1* 0.05% 3.81 01/04/1987 0.029% Passive 
TSP N/A BlackRock Inc F Fund N/A 0.80% 0.46 29/01/1988 0.029% Passive 
TSP N/A BlackRock Inc C Fund N/A 3.65% 0.29 29/01/1988 0.029% Passive 
TSP N/A BlackRock Inc S Fund N/A 4.58% 0.25 01/05/2001 0.029% Passive 
TSP N/A BlackRock Inc I Fund N/A 4.59% 0.09 01/05/2001 0.029% Passive 
4951 ARTAX American Century Investment Mgmt Inc 
American Century Asset Allocation Portfolios, Inc: One 
Choice In Retirement Portfolio; Class A Shares 0.17 1.95% 0.17 31/08/2004 1.040% Active 
5022 TWAVX American Century Investment Mgmt Inc 
American Century Government Income Trust: Short-Term 
Government Fund; Class A Shares 0.76 0.28% -0.03 08/07/1998 0.800% Active 
5195 AALTX American Funds American Funds Target Date Retirement Series: American Funds 2050 Target Date Retirement Fund; Class A Shares 0.06 3.43% 0.17 01/02/2007 0.760% Active 
5197 AAGTX American Funds American Funds Target Date Retirement Series: American Funds 2040 Target Date Retirement Fund; Class A Shares 0.05 3.44% 0.17 01/02/2007 0.740% Active 
5200 AAETX American Funds American Funds Target Date Retirement Series: American Funds 2030 Target Date Retirement Fund; Class A Shares 0.06 3.31% 0.17 01/02/2007 0.730% Active 
5202 AACTX American Funds American Funds Target Date Retirement Series: American Funds 2020 Target Date Retirement Fund; Class A Shares 0.08 2.55% 0.18 01/02/2007 0.710% Active 
5899 LPRAX BlackRock Fund Advisors 
BlackRock Funds III: BlackRock LifePath Retirement 
Fund; Investor A Shares 0.21 2.14% 0.01 30/04/2001 1.260% Active 
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5910 LPREX BlackRock Fund Advisors 
BlackRock Funds III: BlackRock LifePath 2040 Fund; 
Investor A Shares 0.19 3.97% 0.03 30/04/2001 1.310% Active 
5912 LPRDX BlackRock Fund Advisors 
BlackRock Funds III: BlackRock LifePath 2030 Fund; 
Investor A Shares 0.21 3.40% 0.03 30/04/2001 1.280% Active 
5914 LPRCX BlackRock Fund Advisors 
BlackRock Funds III: BlackRock LifePath 2020 Fund; 
Investor A Shares 0.18 2.78% 0.02 07/03/2002 1.320% Active 
6979 CAUSX Shelton Capital Management 
Shelton Funds: US Government Securities Fund; Direct 
Share Class 0.18 0.93% 0.02 30/12/1985 0.740% Active 
7955 CFSTX Commerce Investment Advisors Inc Commerce Funds: Short-Term Government Fund 0.68 0.35% -0.13 12/12/1994 0.680% Active 
8291 DFFGX Dimensional Fund Advisors LP 
DFA Investment Dimensions Group Inc: DFA Short-Term 
Government Portfolio; Institutional Class Shares 0.82 0.69% -0.02 01/01/1981 0.190% Passive 
11599 FSBIX Fidelity Management & Research Company 
Fidelity Salem Street Trust: Spartan Short-Term Treasury 
Bond Index Fund; Investor Class Shares 0.4 0.49% 0.01 20/12/2005 0.200% Passive 
16432 SHY BlackRock Fund Advisors iShares Trust: iShares 1-3 Year Treasury Bond ETF 1.22 0.29% 0.05 22/07/2002 0.150% Passive 
17437 JSRAX JPMorgan Funds JPMorgan Trust I: JPMorgan SmartRetirement Income Fund; Class A Shares 0.1 1.73% 0.17 15/05/2006 0.760% Active 
17507 JTTAX JPMorgan Funds JPMorgan Trust I: JPMorgan SmartRetirement 2020 Fund; Class A Shares 0.08 2.64% 0.17 15/05/2006 0.860% Active 
17536 SMTAX JPMorgan Funds JPMorgan Trust I: JPMorgan SmartRetirement 2040 Fund; Class A Shares 0.1 3.75% 0.15 15/05/2006 0.940% Active 
17540 JSMAX JPMorgan Funds JPMorgan Trust I: JPMorgan SmartRetirement 2030 Fund; Class A Shares 0.1 3.41% 0.16 15/05/2006 0.910% Active 
17645 OTABX JPMorgan Funds JPMorgan Trust II: JPMorgan Treasury & Agency Fund; Class A Shares 0.23 0.63% -0.15 20/01/1997 0.700% Active 
19091 MLLAX MFS Investment Management 
MFS Series Trust XII: MFS Lifetime Income Fund; Class 
A Shares 0.14 1.29% 0.21 29/09/2005 0.810% Active 
19107 MLFAX MFS Investment Management 
MFS Series Trust XII: MFS Lifetime 2040 Fund; Class A 
Shares 0.1 3.62% 0.19 29/09/2005 0.910% Active 
19117 MLTAX MFS Investment Management 
MFS Series Trust XII: MFS Lifetime 2030 Fund; Class A 
Shares 0.11 3.33% 0.19 29/09/2005 0.890% Active 
19127 MFLAX MFS Investment Management 
MFS Series Trust XII: MFS Lifetime 2020 Fund; Class A 
Shares -99 2.29% 0.20 29/09/2005 0.830% Active 
24808 TRRBX T Rowe Price Associates Inc 
T Rowe Price Retirement Funds, Inc: T Rowe Price 
Retirement 2020 Fund 0.1 3.10% 0.17 30/09/2002 0.660% Active 
24809 TRRCX T Rowe Price Associates Inc 
T Rowe Price Retirement Funds, Inc: T Rowe Price 
Retirement 2030 Fund 0.09 3.61% 0.17 30/09/2002 0.720% Active 
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24810 TRRDX T Rowe Price Associates Inc 
T Rowe Price Retirement Funds, Inc: T Rowe Price 
Retirement 2040 Fund 0.08 3.87% 0.17 30/09/2002 0.750% Active 
24817 TRRMX T Rowe Price Associates Inc 
T Rowe Price Retirement Funds, Inc: T Rowe Price 















Schwab Capital Trust: Schwab Target 2020 Fund 0.25 2.59% 0.18 01/07/2005 0.590% Active 
28787 SFITX State Farm Investment Mgmt Corporation 
State Farm Associates' Funds Trust: State Farm Interim 
Fund 0.12 0.44% -0.04 01/11/1977 0.160% Active 
29824 LTUSX Thornburg Investment Management Inc 
Thornburg Investment Trust: Thornburg Limited Term US 
Government Fund; Class A Shares 0.14 0.47% -0.09 16/11/1987 0.920% Active 
31290 VTINX Vanguard Group Inc Vanguard Chester Funds: Vanguard Target Retirement Income Fund; Investor Class Shares 0.14 1.35% 0.21 27/10/2003 0.140% Passive 
31297 VTWNX Vanguard Group Inc Vanguard Chester Funds: Vanguard Target Retirement 2020 Fund; Investor Class Shares 0.25 2.57% 0.19 07/06/2006 0.140% Passive 
31298 VFIFX Vanguard Group Inc Vanguard Chester Funds: Vanguard Target Retirement 2050 Fund; Investor Class Shares 0.18 3.52% 0.18 07/06/2006 0.160% Passive 
31299 VFORX Vanguard Group Inc Vanguard Chester Funds: Vanguard Target Retirement 2040 Fund; Investor Class Shares 0.21 3.53% 0.18 07/06/2006 0.160% Passive 
31300 VTHRX Vanguard Group Inc Vanguard Chester Funds: Vanguard Target Retirement 2030 Fund; Investor Class Shares 0.24 3.14% 0.19 07/06/2006 0.150% Passive 
31306 VSGBX Vanguard Group Inc Vanguard Fixed Income Securities Funds: Vanguard Short-Term Federal Fund; Investor Shares 3.61 0.50% -0.02 01/01/1987 0.200% Active 





Vantagepoint Funds: Milestone 2040 Fund; Investor M 





Vantagepoint Funds: Milestone 2030 Fund; Investor M 





Vantagepoint Funds: Milestone 2020 Fund; Investor M 
Shares 0.11 2.93% 0.07 03/01/2005 0.820% Active 
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35885 JTSAX JPMorgan Funds JPMorgan Trust I: JPMorgan SmartRetirement 2050 Fund; Class A Shares 0.09 3.74% 0.15 31/07/2007 0.940% Active 
36603 TLRIX TIAA-CREF TIAA-CREF Funds: Lifecycle Retirement Income Fund; Institutional Class Shares 0.19 1.88% 0.16 30/11/2007 0.620% Active 
37395 MTDIX Manning & Napier Advisors LLC 
Manning & Napier Fund, Inc: Target Income Series; Class 
I Shares 0.16 2.28% -0.03 28/03/2008 0.730% Active 
37406 MTNIX Manning & Napier Advisors LLC 
Manning & Napier Fund, Inc: Target 2020 Series; Class I 
Shares 0.42 3.34% -0.00 28/03/2008 0.860% Active 
37407 MTPIX Manning & Napier Advisors LLC 
Manning & Napier Fund, Inc: Target 2030 Series; Class I 
Shares 0.38 4.14% 0.00 28/03/2008 0.870% Active 
37411 MTTIX Manning & Napier Advisors LLC 
Manning & Napier Fund, Inc: Target 2040 Series; Class I 
Shares 0.45 4.98% 0.01 28/03/2008 0.880% Active 
37415 MTYIX Manning & Napier Advisors LLC 
Manning & Napier Fund, Inc: Target 2050 Series; Class I 
Shares 0.49 5.13% 0.03 28/03/2008 0.880% Active 
37460 PTNAX PIMCO PIMCO Funds: PIMCO RealPath Income Fund; Class A Shares 0.5 1.80% 0.03 31/03/2008 1.010% Active 
37462 PTYAX PIMCO PIMCO Funds: PIMCO RealPath 2020 Fund; Class A Shares 0.46 1.98% 0.01 31/03/2008 1.100% Active 
37464 PEHAX PIMCO PIMCO Funds: PIMCO RealPath 2030 Fund; Class A Shares 0.43 2.41% 0.02 31/03/2008 1.150% Active 
37466 POFAX PIMCO PIMCO Funds: PIMCO RealPath 2040 Fund; Class A Shares 0.35 2.89% 0.02 31/03/2008 1.170% Active 
37468 PFYAX PIMCO PIMCO Funds: PIMCO RealPath 2050 Fund; Class A Shares 0.22 3.10% 0.03 31/03/2008 1.170% Active 
37914 ARBMX American Century Investment Mgmt Inc 
American Century Asset Allocation Portfolios, Inc: One 
Choice 2020 Portfolio; Class A Shares 0.19 2.31% 0.17 30/05/2008 1.040% Active 
37918 ARCMX American Century Investment Mgmt Inc 
American Century Asset Allocation Portfolios, Inc: One 
Choice 2030 Portfolio; Class A Shares 0.2 2.73% 0.17 30/05/2008 1.100% Active 
37922 ARDMX American Century Investment Mgmt Inc 
American Century Asset Allocation Portfolios, Inc: One 
Choice 2040 Portfolio; Class A Shares 0.2 3.20% 0.17 30/05/2008 1.150% Active 
37926 ARFMX American Century Investment Mgmt Inc 
American Century Asset Allocation Portfolios, Inc: One 
Choice 2050 Portfolio; Class A Shares 0.21 3.45% 0.17 30/05/2008 1.210% Active 
41823 URINX USAA Asset Management Company 
USAA Mutual Funds Trust: Target Retirement Income 
Fund 0.35 1.55% 0.14 31/07/2008 0.710% Active 
41824 URTNX USAA Asset Management Company USAA Mutual Funds Trust: Target Retirement 2020 Fund 0.3 2.20% 0.13 31/07/2008 0.750% Active 
41825 URTRX USAA Asset Management Company USAA Mutual Funds Trust: Target Retirement 2030 Fund 0.32 2.82% 0.14 31/07/2008 0.810% Active 
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41826 URFRX USAA Asset Management Company USAA Mutual Funds Trust: Target Retirement 2040 Fund 0.35 3.41% 0.14 31/07/2008 0.850% Active 
41827 URFFX USAA Asset Management Company USAA Mutual Funds Trust: Target Retirement 2050 Fund 0.39 3.79% 0.14 31/07/2008 0.880% Active 
41955 LPRFX BlackRock Fund Advisors 
BlackRock Funds III: BlackRock LifePath 2050 Fund; 
Investor A Shares 0.36 4.23% 0.04 30/06/2008 1.380% Active 
44492 TUZ PIMCO PIMCO ETF Trust: PIMCO 1-3 Year US Treasury Index Exchange Traded Fund 0.6 0.22% 0.10 01/06/2009 0.160% Passive 
46167 BAPCX BlackRock Inc BlackRock Funds II: BlackRock LifePath Active 2020 Fund; Investor A Shares 0.45 2.90% 0.07 20/04/2007 0.960% Active 
46169 BAPEX BlackRock Inc BlackRock Funds II: BlackRock LifePath Active 2030 Fund; Investor A Shares 0.67 3.62% 0.05 20/04/2007 1.030% Active 
46171 BAPHX BlackRock Inc BlackRock Funds II: BlackRock LifePath Active 2040 Fund; Investor A Shares 0.93 4.06% 0.06 20/04/2007 1.110% Active 
46173 BAPKX BlackRock Inc BlackRock Funds II: BlackRock LifePath Active 2050 Fund; Investor A Shares 0.77 3.98% 0.09 20/04/2007 1.080% Active 
46593 AGLAX Allianz Global Investors 
Allianz Funds Multi-Strategy Trust: AllianzGI Retirement 
2020 Fund; Class A Shares 1.44 2.27% 0.05 29/12/2008 0.950% Active 
46600 ABLAX Allianz Global Investors 
Allianz Funds Multi-Strategy Trust: AllianzGI Retirement 
2030 Fund; Class A Shares 1.47 2.82% 0.05 29/12/2008 0.950% Active 
46607 AVSAX Allianz Global Investors 
Allianz Funds Multi-Strategy Trust: AllianzGI Retirement 
2040 Fund; Class A Shares 1.43 3.66% 0.03 29/12/2008 0.950% Active 
46614 ASNAX Allianz Global Investors 
Allianz Funds Multi-Strategy Trust: AllianzGI Retirement 
2050 Fund; Class A Shares 1.47 3.96% 0.03 29/12/2008 0.950% Active 
46621 AGRAX Allianz Global Investors 
Allianz Funds Multi-Strategy Trust: AllianzGI Retirement 
Income Fund; Class A Shares 1.79 1.79% 0.05 29/12/2008 0.950% Active 
50508 MFFSX MFS Investment Management 
MFS Series Trust XII: MFS Lifetime 2050 Fund; Class A 





Vantagepoint Funds: Milestone 2050 Fund; Investor M 





Schwab Capital Trust: Schwab Target 2050 Fund 0.08 3.25% 0.15 23/01/2013 0.810% Active 
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Table D: Overview Individual Funds (INRT and TD) Jensen’s Alpha 
This table reports the single-factor-model regression results given by !"# − !%# = '" + )	 !+# − !%# + ,"#. The regression is 
based on monthly excess returns for a time period from September 2009 to September 2016 for the DMFPPs and TSP funds of 
the INRT and TD category relative to several style-adjusted benchmarks. Panel A displays the individual DMFPPs and TSP 
funds of the Income Retirement funds category. Panel B displays the same funds after incorporating fees and expenses. Panel C 
displays the individual funds DMFPPs and TSP funds from the Target Date category. At last, Panel D displays the results of 
panel C net of fees and expenses. * indicates (p < 0.1) significance at the 90% confidence level and ** mean (p<0.05) significance 
at the 95% confidence level. 
 
Panel A: Income Retirement Funds (INRT) 
Dep. Var: Benchmark Alpha T-stat. Beta T-stat. Adj. R² 
L_INCOME L_INCOME_BENCHMARK  0.003382 [4.0173]**  0.042033 [0.6599] 0.0052 
VTINX L_INCOME_BENCHMARK  0.001402 [1.0646]  0.505557 [5.0727]** 0.2367 
MLLAX L_INCOME_BENCHMARK  0.001680 [1.2450]  0.349762 [3.4268]** 0.1239 
URINX L_INCOME_BENCHMARK  0.001110 [0.6746]  0.365224 [2.9329]** 0.0939 
TLIRX L_INCOME_BENCHMARK  0.001764 [0.8846]  0.429613 [2.8476]** 0.0890 
PTNAX L_INCOME_BENCHMARK -0.001617 [-0.9915]  0.803453 [6.5121]** 0.3382 
LPRAX L_INCOME_BENCHMARK -0.001355 [-0.6011]  0.530906 [3.1123]** 0.1045 
AGRAX L_INCOME_BENCHMARK -0.000664 [-0.3658]  0.576535 [4.1994]** 0.1752 
JSRAX L_INCOME_BENCHMARK  0.001815 [0.9827]  0.377073 [2.6982]** 0.0806 
ARTAX L_INCOME_BENCHMARK  0.002257 [1.0698]  0.339471 [2.1266]* 0.0517 
MTDIX L_INCOME_BENCHMARK -0.002293 [-0.9665]  0.620513 [3.4571]** 0.1259 
L_INCOME INC_BEN  0.003382 [4.0173]**  0.042033 [0.6599] 0.0052 
VTINX INC_BEN  0.001402 [1.0646]  0.505557 [5.0727]** 0.2367 
MLLAX INC_BEN  0.001680 [1.2450]  0.349762 [3.4268]** 0.1239 
URINX INC_BEN  0.001110 [0.6746]  0.365224 [2.9329]** 0.0939 
TLIRX INC_BEN  0.001764 [0.8846]  0.429613 [2.8476]** 0.0890 
PTNAX INC_BEN -0.001617 [-0.9915]  0.803453 [6.5121]** 0.3382 
LPRAX INC_BEN -0.001355 [-0.6011]  0.530906 [3.1123]** 0.1045 
AGRAX INC_BEN -0.000664 [-0.3658]  0.576535 [4.1994]** 0.1752 
JSRAX INC_BEN  0.001815 [0.9827]  0.377073 [2.6982]** 0.0806 
ARTAX INC_BEN  0.002257 [1.0698]  0.339471 [2.1266]* 0.0517 
MTDIX INC_BEN -0.002293 [-0.9665]  0.620513 [3.4571]** 0.1259 
Panel B: Income Retirement Funds (INRT) Net Expense Ratio 
Dep. Var: Benchmark Alpha T-stat. Beta T-stat. Adj. R² 
L_INCOME L_INCOME_BENCHMARK  0.003359 [3.9902]**  0.042043 [0.6601] 0.0052 
VTINX L_INCOME_BENCHMARK  0.001269 [0.9634]  0.505562 [5.0735]** 0.2367 
MLLAX L_INCOME_BENCHMARK  0.000897 [0.6662]  0.350761 [3.4435]** 0.1250 
URINX L_INCOME_BENCHMARK  0.000583 [0.3539]  0.365575 [2.9343]** 0.0940 
TLIRX L_INCOME_BENCHMARK  0.001204 [0.6036]  0.428929 [2.8422]** 0.0887 
PTNAX L_INCOME_BENCHMARK -0.002634 [-1.6156]  0.803385 [6.5128]** 0.3382 
LPRAX L_INCOME_BENCHMARK -0.002261 [-1.0024]  0.531464 [3.1150]** 0.1047 
AGRAX L_INCOME_BENCHMARK -0.001467 [-0.8085]  0.576853 [4.2034]** 0.1755 
JSRAX L_INCOME_BENCHMARK  0.001127 [0.6104]  0.376918 [2.6975]** 0.0806 
ARTAX L_INCOME_BENCHMARK  0.001408 [0.6671]  0.339591 [2.1273]* 0.0517 
MTDIX L_INCOME_BENCHMARK -0.002908 [-1.2256]  0.620432 [3.4568]** 0.1258 
L_INCOME MSAAMMOR  0.001374 [9.8806]**  0.317427 [55.5321]** 0.9738 
VTINX MSAAMMOR -0.000633 [-0.7944]  0.491104 [15.0080]** 0.7307 
MLLAX MSAAMMOR -0.001552 [-2.9443]**  0.511768 [23.6252]** 0.8705 
URINX MSAAMMOR -0.002324 [-2.8994]**  0.587026 [17.8215]** 0.7928 
TLIRX MSAAMMOR -0.002440 [-2.7580]**  0.724133 [19.9176]** 0.8270 
PTNAX MSAAMMOR -0.003573 [-2.2081]*  0.465102 [6.9942]** 0.3708 
LPRAX MSAAMMOR -0.005467 [-3.5300]**  0.699056 [10.9839]** 0.5924 
AGRAX MSAAMMOR -0.003694 [-2.7359]**  0.569171 [10.2567]** 0.5590 
JSRAX MSAAMMOR -0.002457 [-3.8601]**  0.694247 [26.5351]** 0.8946 
ARTAX MSAAMMOR -0.002833 [-3.8552]**  0.778537 [25.7800]** 0.8890 
MTDIX MSAAMMOR -0.004886 [-2.2982]*  0.548947 [6.2828]** 0.3223 
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Panel C: Target Date Funds (TD) 
Dep. Var: Benchmark Alpha T-stat. Beta T-stat. Adj. R² 
L_2020 L_2020_BENCHMARK  0.000847 [0.7437]  0.992774  [16.9048]** 0.7749 
L_2030 L_2030_BENCHMARK  0.001294 [1.6496]  1.132474  [33.3134]** 0.9304 
L_2040 L_2040_BENCHMARK  0.001087 [2.0387]*  1.105509  [57.7260]** 0.9757 
L_2050 L_2050_BENCHMARK  0.001602 [1.7477]  1.096687  [33.7245]** 0.9452 
AACTX L_2020_BENCHMARK -0.001605 [-1.1353]  1.182016  [16.2169]** 0.7601 
AGLAX L_2020_BENCHMARK -0.003198 [-1.7124]  0.831739  [8.6405]** 0.4735 
ARBMX L_2020_BENCHMARK -0.001694 [-1.3162]  1.070540  [16.1314]** 0.7582 
BAPCX L_2020_BENCHMARK -0.004194 [-2.0248]*  1.195970  [11.2008]** 0.6018 
JTTAX L_2020_BENCHMARK -0.002127 [-1.6407]  1.262990  [18.8947]** 0.8114 
LPRCX L_2020_BENCHMARK -0.005502 [-2.8799]**  1.170847  [11.8897]** 0.6301 
MFLAX L_2020_BENCHMARK -0.001122 [-0.9523]  1.823930  [17.8149]** 0.7927 
MTNIX L_2020_BENCHMARK -0.006517 [-2.3940]*  1.228544  [8.7551]** 0.4801 
PTYAX L_2020_BENCHMARK -0.003663 [-2.3241]*  0.750666  [9.2404]** 0.5071 
SWCRX L_2020_BENCHMARK -0.001628 [-1.1773]  1.211638  [16.9914]** 0.7767 
TRRBX L_2020_BENCHMARK -0.002333 [-1.3792]  1.441641  [16.5291]** 0.7670 
URTNX L_2020_BENCHMARK -0.002083 [-1.4685]  0.961485  [13.1510]** 0.6757 
VPROX L_2020_BENCHMARK -0.004336 [-2.1312]*  1.227345  [11.7012]** 0.6226 
VTWNX L_2020_BENCHMARK -0.001349 [-1.0180]  1.218809  [17.8364]** 0.7931 
AAETX L_2030_BENCHMARK -0.001214 [-0.9264]  1.367161  [24.0772]** 0.8748 
ABLAX L_2030_BENCHMARK -0.003712 [-1.9364]  0.986371  [11.8757]** 0.6295 
ARCMX L_2030_BENCHMARK -0.001079 [-0.9546]  1.118723  [22.8462]** 0.8628 
BAPEX L_2030_BENCHMARK -0.004762 [-2.1067]*  1.327584  [13.5539]** 0.6888 
JSMAX L_2030_BENCHMARK -0.001967 [-1.7807]  1.442098  [30.1255]** 0.9162 
LPRDX L_2030_BENCHMARK -0.005372 [-2.7361]**  1.286977  [15.1277]** 0.7338 
MLTAX L_2030_BENCHMARK -0.000592 [-0.4901]  1.390655  [26.5602]** 0.8947 
MTPIX L_2030_BENCHMARK -0.006693 [-2.1467]*  1.351305  [10.0023]** 0.5466 
PEHAX L_2030_BENCHMARK -0.003781 [-2.1917]*  0.816458  [10.9233]** 0.5898 
SWDRX L_2030_BENCHMARK -0.001704 [-1.2169]  1.360759  [22.4281]** 0.8584 
TRRCX L_2030_BENCHMARK -0.001538 [-1.1446]  1.500781  [25.7842]** 0.8890 
URTRX L_2030_BENCHMARK -0.001714 [-1.2927]  1.130740  [19.6849]** 0.8236 
VPRMX L_2030_BENCHMARK -0.004162 [-2.0426]*  1.106106  [26.4263]** 0.7392 
VTHRX L_2030_BENCHMARK -0.000895 [-0.8651]  1.322716  [29.4920]** 0.9129 
AAGTX L_2040_BENCHMARK -0.001202 [-0.9828]  1.191307  [27.1278]** 0.8986 
ARDMX L_2040_BENCHMARK -0.001272 [-1.0908]  1.353816  [15.3362]** 0.8938 
AVSAX L_2040_BENCHMARK -0.005265 [-2.1687]*  1.077997  [12.3679]** 0.6483 
BAPHX L_2040_BENCHMARK -0.005273 [-2.4708]*  1.308324  [17.0769]** 0.7784 
LPREX L_2040_BENCHMARK -0.006358 [-2.9788]**  1.273137  [16.6144]** 0.7688 
MLFAX L_2040_BENCHMARK -0.000799 [-0.7437]  1.274738  [33.0287]** 0.9293 
MTTIX L_2040_BENCHMARK -0.007985 [-2.2634]*  1.408880  [11.1242]** 0.5985 
POFAX L_2040_BENCHMARK -0.004454 [-2.2138]*  0.826365  [11.4400]** 0.6119 
SMTAX L_2040_BENCHMARK -0.002256 [-2.2921]*  1.330453  [37.6525]** 0.9447 
SWERX L_2040_BENCHMARK -0.002144 [-1.4848]  1.298696  [25.0509]** 0.8832 
TRRDX L_2040_BENCHMARK -0.001696 [-1.3819]  1.356786  [30.7942]** 0.9195 
URFRX L_2040_BENCHMARK -0.002380 [-1.7791]  1.167796  [24.3196]** 0.8769 
VFORX L_2040_BENCHMARK -0.001175 [-1.2279]  1.252010  [36.4534]** 0.9412 
VPRKX L_2040_BENCHMARK -0.005023 [-2.2499]*  1.180794  [12.1015]** 0.7707 
AALTX L_2050_BENCHMARK -0.000262 [-0.1815]  1.804580  [21.0773]** 0.8707 
ARFMX L_2050_BENCHMARK -0.001182 [-0.7294]  1.638100  [18.5045]** 0.8384 
ASNAX L_2050_BENCHMARK -0.006327 [-2.1657]*  1.098924  [10.6020]** 0.6300 
BAPKX L_2050_BENCHMARK -0.004458 [-1.9250]  1.178200  [14.3414]** 0.7571 
JTSAX L_2050_BENCHMARK -0.001995 [-1.3681]  1.195010  [23.1037]** 0.8900 
LPRFX L_2050_BENCHMARK -0.006080 [-2.3503]*  1.213426  [13.2217]** 0.7259 
MFFSX L_2050_BENCHMARK -0.000254 [-0.1874]  1.130631  [23.5229]** 0.8934 
MTYIX L_2050_BENCHMARK -0.008188 [-1.8213]  1.327710  [8.3240]** 0.5122 
PFYAX L_2050_BENCHMARK -0.005106 [-2.4497]*  0.936515  [12.6645]** 0.7085 
SWNRX L_2050_BENCHMARK -0.002593 [-1.5398]  1.205479  [18.5301]** 0.8910 
TRRMX L_2050_BENCHMARK -0.001077 [-0.6771]  1.200088  [21.2584]** 0.8726 
URFFX L_2050_BENCHMARK -0.002522 [-1.4702]  1.145208  [18.8168]** 0.8429 
VFIFX L_2050_BENCHMARK -0.000350 [-0.2809]  1.121846  [25.3563]** 0.9069 
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VPRHX L_2050_BENCHMARK -0.005612 [-2.2257]*  1.338590  [16.7009]** 0.7610 
L_2020 MSAAMMOR  0.000131 [0.2909]  0.884573  [47.9028]** 0.9651 
L_2030 MSAAMMOR -0.000331 [-0.6094]  1.110522  [49.6847]** 0.9675 
L_2040 MSAAMMOR -0.000736 [-1.1657]  1.278260  [49.2615]** 0.9669 
L_2050 MSAAMMOR -0.000749 [-0.9276]  1.412937  [39.1355]** 0.9587 
AACTX MSAAMMOR -0.002124 [-1.9483]  1.257000  [22.3782]** 0.8578 
AAETX MSAAMMOR -0.003186 [-2.8526]**  1.342074  [29.2408]** 0.9115 
AAGTX MSAAMMOR -0.003317 [-3.0124]**  1.400200  [30.9391]** 0.9202 
AALTX MSAAMMOR -0.003359 [-2.9748]**  1.394665  [30.0546]** 0.9158 
ABLAX MSAAMMOR -0.005168 [-2.7879]**  0.973385  [12.7762]** 0.6629 
AGLAX MSAAMMOR -0.003439 [-1.8988]  0.686697  [9.2270]** 0.5064 
ARBMX MSAAMMOR -0.002176 [-2.2106]*  0.909816  [22.4898]** 0.8590 
ARCMX MSAAMMOR -0.002639 [-2.5239]*  1.900560  [25.3705]** 0.8858 
ARDMX MSAAMMOR -0.003172 [-2.7868]**  1.290401  [27.5883]** 0.9017 
ARFMX MSAAMMOR -0.003419 [-2.9137]**  1.396166  [28.9536]** 0.9099 
ASNAX MSAAMMOR -0.008406 [-3.4854]**  1.417912  [14.3055]** 0.7115 
AVSAX MSAAMMOR -0.007446 [-3.3107]**  1.307415  [14.1454]** 0.7068 
BAPCX MSAAMMOR -0.004790 [-2.6333]*  1.252500  [13.7140]** 0.6938 
BAPEX MSAAMMOR -0.006754 [-3.1666]**  1.314786  [15.0006]** 0.7305 
BAPHX MSAAMMOR -0.007597 [-3.6692]**  1.538017  [18.0748]** 0.7974 
BAPKX MSAAMMOR -0.006757 [-3.7640]**  1.549693  [21.0053]** 0.8417 
JSMAX MSAAMMOR -0.004019 [-4.6010]**  1.411423  [39.3139]** 0.9490 
JTSAX MSAAMMOR -0.004718 [-4.6543]**  1.540374  [36.9800]** 0.9428 
JTTAX MSAAMMOR -0.002784 [-3.8789]**  1.867580  [36.8428]** 0.9424 
LPRCX MSAAMMOR -0.006034 [-3.5931]**  0.995856  [14.4309]** 0.7150 
LPRDX MSAAMMOR -0.007314 [-4.0446]**  1.276280  [17.1744]** 0.7804 
LPREX MSAAMMOR -0.008724 [-4.3762]**  1.512330  [18.4606]** 0.8042 
LPRFX MSAAMMOR -0.009265 [-5.0794]**  1.660303  [22.1497]** 0.8553 
MFFSX MSAAMMOR -0.002765 [-2.8671]**  1.478656  [34.5678]** 0.9447 
MFLAX MSAAMMOR -0.001533 [-1.6781]  0.908365  [24.1904]** 0.8758 
MLFAX MSAAMMOR -0.003078 [-3.5214]**  1.500616  [41.7706]** 0.9546 
MLTAX MSAAMMOR -0.002700 [-3.3154]**  1.380548  [41.2538]** 0.9535 
MTNIX MSAAMMOR -0.007075 [-2.7733]**  1.448740  [9.9668]** 0.5448 
MTPIX MSAAMMOR -0.008644 [-2.8071]**  1.326791  [10.4844]** 0.5698 
MTTIX MSAAMMOR -0.010595 [-3.0634]**  1.672450  [11.7666]** 0.6252 
MTYIX MSAAMMOR -0.010028 [-2.8216]**  1.723350  [11.7995]** 0.6265 
PEHAX MSAAMMOR -0.004891 [-2.8289]**  0.791330  [11.1366]** 0.5991 
PFYAX MSAAMMOR -0.006511 [-3.4580]**  1.109058  [14.3332]** 0.7122 
POFAX MSAAMMOR -0.006176 [-3.3169]**  1.974700  [13.1968]** 0.6772 
PTYAX MSAAMMOR -0.003680 [-2.2928]*  0.589402  [8.9371]** 0.4904 
SMTAX MSAAMMOR -0.004529 [-4.8040]**  1.550232  [40.0137]** 0.9507 
SWCRX MSAAMMOR -0.002233 [-2.3547]*  1.386810  [26.6546]** 0.8954 
SWDRX MSAAMMOR -0.003585 [-2.7202]**  1.323423  [24.4349]** 0.8780 
SWERX MSAAMMOR -0.004326 [-2.9426]**  1.507735  [24.9528]** 0.8824 
SWNRX MSAAMMOR -0.003192 [-1.6789]  1.583570  [16.2411]** 0.8626 
TRRBX MSAAMMOR -0.003195 [-3.1284]**  1.257437  [29.9594]** 0.9154 
TRRCX MSAAMMOR -0.003722 [-3.4466]**  1.476296  [33.2618]** 0.9302 
TRRDX MSAAMMOR -0.004056 [-3.5646]**  1.587251  [33.9461]** 0.9328 
TRRMX MSAAMMOR -0.003914 [-3.6178]**  1.580673  [35.5541]** 0.9384 
URFFX MSAAMMOR -0.005139 [-5.0123]**  1.562748  [37.0896]** 0.9431 
URFRX MSAAMMOR -0.004591 [-4.3469]**  1.393424  [32.1053]** 0.9255 
URTNX MSAAMMOR -0.002516 [-2.0848]*  0.817270  [16.4771]** 0.7659 
URTRX MSAAMMOR -0.003440 [-3.1121]**  1.124447  [24.7531]** 0.8807 
VFIFX MSAAMMOR -0.003351 [-4.0590]**  1.460747  [43.0600]** 0.9572 
VFORX MSAAMMOR -0.003373 [-4.1528]**  1.467763  [43.9763]** 0.9588 
VPRHX MSAAMMOR -0.006229 [-2.4827]*  1.598992  [12.2656]** 0.7658 
VPRKX MSAAMMOR -0.007389 [-3.3887]**  1.571681  [17.5397]** 0.7875 
VPRMX MSAAMMOR -0.006168 [-3.2494]**  1.337151  [17.1406]** 0.7797 
VPROX MSAAMMOR -0.005050 [-2.9798]**  1.675720  [15.3269]** 0.7389 
VTHRX MSAAMMOR -0.002791 [-3.4606]**  1.296603  [39.1188]** 0.9486 
VTWNX MSAAMMOR -0.001965 [-2.3293]*  1.460530  [30.1686]** 0.9164 
L_2020 SPTD2020  0.002083 [5.8465]**  0.841383  [59.5097]** 0.9771 
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L_2030 SPTD2030  0.002366 [7.0447]**  0.862777  [79.4256]** 0.9870 
L_2040 SPTD2040  0.002470 [7.2284]**  0.892471  [89.9563]** 0.9898 
L_2050 SPTD2050  0.002528 [6.2803]**  0.944643  [78.1781]** 0.9893 
AACTX SPTD2020  0.000060 [0.0613]  0.959872  [24.6623]** 0.8799 
AGLAX SPTD2020 -0.001958 [-1.1251]  0.660712  [9.5697]** 0.5246 
ARBMX SPTD2020 -0.000200 [-0.2286]  0.872350  [25.1207]** 0.8838 
BAPCX SPTD2020 -0.002587 [-1.5218]  0.988052  [14.6488]** 0.7211 
JTTAX SPTD2020 -0.000424 [-0.8318]  1.420920  [51.5073]** 0.9697 
LPRCX SPTD2020 -0.003915 [-2.5459]*  0.964547  [15.8060]** 0.7506 
MFLAX SPTD2020  0.000437 [0.5504]  0.871615  [27.6940]** 0.9023 
MTNIX SPTD2020 -0.004870 [-2.0206]*  1.157850  [10.6226]** 0.5762 
PTYAX SPTD2020 -0.002386 [-1.5315]  0.562139  [9.0957]** 0.4992 
SWCRX SPTD2020  0.000025 [0.0310]  0.995502  [30.9829]** 0.9204 
TRRBX SPTD2020 -0.000442 [-0.5024]  1.200976  [34.3853]** 0.9344 
URTNX SPTD2020 -0.000701 [-0.5999]  0.775046  [16.7058]** 0.7708 
VPROX SPTD2020 -0.002758 [-1.7658]  1.293230  [16.6086]** 0.7687 
VTWNX SPTD2020  0.000314 [0.4480]  1.144300  [36.0365]** 0.9399 
AAETX SPTD2030  0.000088 [0.0876]  1.400940  [32.0722]** 0.9253 
ABLAX SPTD2030 -0.002790 [-1.5595]  0.753531  [13.0251]** 0.6715 
ARCMX SPTD2030  0.000009 [0.0093]  0.846951  [27.9297]** 0.9038 
BAPEX SPTD2030 -0.003599 [-1.8135]  1.286550  [16.0282]** 0.7558 
JSMAX SPTD2030 -0.000600 [-0.9367]  1.982890  [52.9797]** 0.9713 
LPRDX SPTD2030 -0.004212 [-2.4697]*  0.991165  [17.9705]** 0.7955 
MLTAX SPTD2030  0.000677 [0.9798]  1.682630  [47.8191]** 0.9650 
MTPIX SPTD2030 -0.005461 [-1.8580]  1.381910  [10.9209]** 0.5897 
PEHAX SPTD2030 -0.002865 [-1.6431]  0.595389  [10.5581]** 0.5732 
SWDRX SPTD2030 -0.000385 [-0.3305]  1.308490  [27.3830]** 0.9003 
TRRCX SPTD2030 -0.000138 [-0.1530]  1.147163  [39.4441]** 0.9494 
URTRX SPTD2030 -0.000646 [-0.5838]  0.861971  [24.0750]** 0.8747 
VPRMX SPTD2030 -0.002957 [-1.6991]  1.457670  [18.5762]** 0.8061 
VTHRX SPTD2030  0.000364 [0.5657]  1.631000  [48.3579]** 0.9657 
AAGTX SPTD2040  0.000223 [0.2258]  0.972723  [33.8966]** 0.9326 
ARDMX SPTD2040  0.000066 [0.0667]  0.900753  [31.4639]** 0.9226 
AVSAX SPTD2040 -0.004166 [-1.9517]  0.912627  [14.7277]** 0.7232 
BAPHX SPTD2040 -0.003757 [-1.9750]  1.767540  [19.4955]** 0.8208 
LPREX SPTD2040 -0.004906 [-2.6033]*  1.516300  [19.2222]** 0.8166 
MLFAX SPTD2040  0.000712 [1.0053]  1.431680  [50.7217]** 0.9687 
MTTIX SPTD2040 -0.006423 [-1.9519]  1.171604  [12.2620]** 0.6443 
POFAX SPTD2040 -0.003517 [-1.8612]  0.683463  [12.4587]** 0.6516 
SMTAX SPTD2040 -0.000637 [-0.9178]  1.816780  [53.7025]** 0.9720 
SWERX SPTD2040 -0.000559 [-0.4385]  1.550670  [28.5152]** 0.9074 
TRRDX SPTD2040 -0.000070 [-0.0764]  1.107493  [41.3452]** 0.9537 
URFRX SPTD2040 -0.001036 [-1.0200]  0.962714  [32.6396]** 0.9277 
VFORX SPTD2040  0.000330 [0.5292]  1.210940  [56.3490]** 0.9745 
VPRKX SPTD2040 -0.003477 [-1.7437]  1.102464  [19.0430]** 0.8137 
AALTX SPTD2050  0.000181 [0.1804]  0.924710  [33.3290]** 0.9305 
ARFMX SPTD2050  0.000103 [0.1030]  0.929278  [33.6203]** 0.9316 
ASNAX SPTD2050 -0.004834 [-2.1202]*  0.944534  [14.9656]** 0.7296 
BAPKX SPTD2050 -0.002868 [-1.7864]  1.347420  [23.2821]** 0.8672 
JTSAX SPTD2050 -0.000833 [-1.0822]  1.253590  [48.1447]** 0.9654 
LPRFX SPTD2050 -0.005054 [-2.9894]**  1.101297  [23.5359]** 0.8697 
MFFSX SPTD2050  0.000579 [0.8428]  0.990383  [48.0876]** 0.9706 
MTYIX SPTD2050 -0.005684 [-1.6730]  1.147622  [12.2023]** 0.6421 
PFYAX SPTD2050 -0.003619 [-1.9246]  0.722785  [13.8873]** 0.6991 
SWNRX SPTD2050 -0.000729 [-0.5074]  1.105754  [21.7778]** 0.9186 
TRRMX SPTD2050  0.000079 [0.0915]  1.511910  [44.1263]** 0.9591 
URFFX SPTD2050 -0.001147 [-1.2290]  1.320320  [39.9444]** 0.9506 
VFIFX SPTD2050  0.000351 [0.5631]  0.969486  [56.1773]** 0.9744 
VPRHX SPTD2050 -0.003970 [-1.8118]  1.113140  [14.1966]** 0.8142 
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Panel D: Target Date Funds (TD) Net Expense Ratio 
Dep. Var: Benchmark Alpha T-stat. Beta T-stat. Adj. R² 
L_2020 L_2020_BENCHMARK  0.000824 [0.7236]  0.992774 [16.9048]** 0.7749 
L_2030 L_2030_BENCHMARK  0.001271 [1.6203] 1,132,470 [33.3126]** 0.9304 
L_2040 L_2040_BENCHMARK  0.001065 [1.9957]* 1,105,507 [57.7239]** 0.9757 
L_2050 L_2050_BENCHMARK  0.001579 [1.7222] 1,096,679 [33.7224]** 0.9451 
ARBMX_2020 L_2020_BENCHMARK -0.002575 [-2.0001]* 1,070,492 [16.1325]** 0.7582 
ABLAX_2030 L_2030_BENCHMARK -0.004503 [-2.3513]*  0.986739 [11.8911]** 0.6301 
AVSAX_2040 L_2040_BENCHMARK -0.006097 [-2.5117]* 1,078,195 [12.3713]** 0.6484 
ASNAX_2050 L_2050_BENCHMARK -0.007086 [-2.4250]* 1,099,982 [10.6102]** 0.6304 
PTYAX_2020 L_2020_BENCHMARK -0.004691 [-2.9759]**  0.750281 [9.2339]** 0.5067 
PEHAX_2030 L_2030_BENCHMARK -0.004852 [-2.8125]**  0.816336 [10.9213]** 0.5897 
POFAX_2040 L_2040_BENCHMARK -0.005559 [-2.7627]**  0.826177 [11.4364]** 0.6118 
PFYAX_2050 L_2050_BENCHMARK -0.006187 [-2.9680]**  0.936566 [12.6645]** 0.7085 
VTWNX_2020 L_2020_BENCHMARK -0.001482 [-1.1180] 1,218,688 [17.8314]** 0.7930 
VTHRX_2030 L_2030_BENCHMARK -0.001038 [-1.0028] 1,322,679 [29.4941]** 0.9129 
VFORX_2040 L_2040_BENCHMARK -0.001324 [-1.3839] 1,251,979 [36.4511]** 0.9412 
ARCMX_2030 L_2030_BENCHMARK -0.002003 [-1.7724] 1,118,687 [22.8477]** 0.8628 
VFIFX_2050 L_2050_BENCHMARK -0.000496 [-0.3981] 1,121,847 [25.3575]** 0.9069 
LPRCX_2020 L_2020_BENCHMARK -0.006739 [-3.5301]** 1,169,314 [11.8818]** 0.6298 
LPRDX_2030 L_2030_BENCHMARK -0.006605 [-3.3712]** 1,286,673 [15.1560]** 0.7346 
LPREX_2040 L_2040_BENCHMARK -0.007585 [-3.5574]** 1,272,569 [16.6251]** 0.7691 
LPRFX_2050 L_2050_BENCHMARK -0.007322 [-2.8311]** 1,212,519 [13.2148]** 0.7257 
SWCRX_2020 L_2020_BENCHMARK -0.002192 [-1.5842] 1,211,178 [16.9815]** 0.7765 
SWDRX_2030 L_2030_BENCHMARK -0.002339 [-1.6715] 1,360,664 [22.4417]** 0.8585 
SWERX_2040 L_2040_BENCHMARK -0.002824 [-1.9566] 1,298,592 [25.0580]** 0.8832 
SWNRX_2050 L_2050_BENCHMARK -0.003268 [-1.9405] 1,205,479 [18.5301]** 0.8910 
VPROX_2020 L_2020_BENCHMARK -0.005055 [-2.4843]* 1,227,088 [11.6998]** 0.6225 
ARDMX_2040 L_2040_BENCHMARK -0.002245 [-1.9256] 1,106,055 [26.4280]** 0.8938 
VPRMX_2030 L_2030_BENCHMARK -0.004913 [-2.4125]* 1,353,792 [15.3428]** 0.7393 
VPRKX_2040 L_2040_BENCHMARK -0.005794 [-2.5962]* 1,338,513 [16.7045]** 0.7707 
VPRHX_2050 L_2050_BENCHMARK -0.006452 [-2.5552]* 1,180,578 [12.0835]** 0.7604 
MTNIX_2020 L_2020_BENCHMARK -0.007249 [-2.6630]** 1,228,495 [8.7549]** 0.4801 
MTPIX_2030 L_2030_BENCHMARK -0.007429 [-2.3828]* 1,351,307 [10.0030]** 0.5466 
MTTIX_2040 L_2040_BENCHMARK -0.008725 [-2.4734]* 1,408,909 [11.1250]** 0.5986 
MTYIX_2050 L_2050_BENCHMARK -0.008929 [-1.9861] 1,327,744 [8.3246]** 0.5122 
BAPCX_2020 L_2020_BENCHMARK -0.005070 [-2.4483]* 1,195,918 [11.2033]** 0.6019 
BAPEX_2030 L_2030_BENCHMARK -0.005679 [-2.5143]* 1,327,837 [13.5670]** 0.6892 
BAPHX_2040 L_2040_BENCHMARK -0.006222 [-2.9184]** 1,308,523 [17.0944]** 0.7788 
ARFMX_2050 L_2050_BENCHMARK -0.002196 [-1.3549] 1,063,701 [18.5012]** 0.8384 
BAPKX_2050 L_2050_BENCHMARK -0.005378 [-2.3243]* 1,178,743 [14.3584]** 0.7575 
MFLAX_2020 L_2020_BENCHMARK -0.001930 [-1.6364] 1,081,811 [17.7975]** 0.7924 
MLTAX_2030 L_2030_BENCHMARK -0.001477 [-1.2238] 1,390,501 [26.5832]** 0.8949 
MLFAX_2040 L_2040_BENCHMARK -0.001702 [-1.5841] 1,274,554 [33.0389]** 0.9293 
MFFSX_2050 L_2050_BENCHMARK -0.001127 [-0.8326] 1,130,809 [23.5390]** 0.8936 
URTNX_2020 L_2020_BENCHMARK -0.002671 [-1.8808]  0.960504 [13.1192]** 0.6747 
URTRX_2030 L_2030_BENCHMARK -0.002354 [-1.7754] 1,130,447 [19.6742]** 0.8234 
URFRX_2040 L_2040_BENCHMARK -0.003076 [-2.3003]* 1,167,512 [24.3185]** 0.8769 
URFFX_2050 L_2050_BENCHMARK -0.003245 [-1.8907] 1,145,021 [18.8036]** 0.8427 
TRRBX_2020 L_2020_BENCHMARK -0.002904 [-1.7166] 1,441,503 [16.5274]** 0.7670 
AACTX_2020 L_2020_BENCHMARK -0.002214 [-1.5657] 1,182,006 [16.2177]** 0.7601 
TRRCX_2030 L_2030_BENCHMARK -0.002155 [-1.6044] 1,500,713 [25.7874]** 0.8890 
TRRDX_2040 L_2040_BENCHMARK -0.002334 [-1.9018] 1,356,719 [30.7941]** 0.9195 
TRRMX_2050 L_2050_BENCHMARK -0.001714 [-1.0769] 1,200,009 [21.2561]** 0.8725 
JTTAX_2020 L_2020_BENCHMARK -0.002897 [-2.2350]* 1,262,674 [18.8965]** 0.8114 
JSMAX_2030 L_2030_BENCHMARK -0.002793 [-2.5320]* 1,441,991 [30.1752]** 0.9165 
SMTAX_2040 L_2040_BENCHMARK -0.003104 [-3.1577]** 1,330,283 [37.6925]** 0.9448 
JTSAX_2050 L_2050_BENCHMARK -0.002815 [-1.9317] 1,195,017 [23.1143]** 0.8900 
AAETX_2030 L_2030_BENCHMARK -0.001843 [-1.4067] 1,367,168 [24.0811]** 0.8748 
AAGTX_2040 L_2040_BENCHMARK -0.001837 [-1.5017] 1,191,278 [27.1287]** 0.8987 
AALTX_2050 L_2050_BENCHMARK -0.000906 [-0.6269] 1,080,480 [21.0809]** 0.8707 
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AGLAX_2020 L_2020_BENCHMARK -0.003931 [-2.1037]*  0.831351 [8.6304]** 0.4730 
L_2020 MSAAMMOR  0.000108 [0.2401]  0.884574 [47.9045]** 0.9651 
L_2030 MSAAMMOR -0.000354 [-0.6517] 1,110,522 [49.6874]** 0.9675 
L_2040 MSAAMMOR -0.000759 [-1.2021] 1,278,260 [49.2638]** 0.9669 
L_2050 MSAAMMOR -0.000899 [-0.4645]  0.959546 [12.0616]** 0.6367 
ARBMX_2020 MSAAMMOR -0.003056 [-3.1046]**  0.909755 [22.4889]** 0.8590 
ABLAX_2030 MSAAMMOR -0.005957 [-3.2136]**  0.973278 [12.7761]** 0.6629 
AVSAX_2040 MSAAMMOR -0.008276 [-3.6785]** 1,307,363 [14.1392]** 0.7066 
ASNAX_2050 MSAAMMOR -0.009245 [-3.8314]** 1,417,851 [14.2978]** 0.7112 
PTYAX_2020 MSAAMMOR -0.004708 [-2.9332]**  0.589129 [8.9319]** 0.4901 
PEHAX_2030 MSAAMMOR -0.005961 [-3.4465]**  0.791058 [11.1291]** 0.5988 
POFAX_2040 MSAAMMOR -0.007279 [-3.9085]** 1,009,429 [13.1883]** 0.6770 
PFYAX_2050 MSAAMMOR -0.007615 [-4.0430]** 1,108,740 [14.3246]** 0.7120 
VTWNX_2020 MSAAMMOR -0.002098 [-2.4869]* 1,045,997 [30.1639]** 0.9164 
VTHRX_2030 MSAAMMOR -0.002933 [-3.6364]** 1,296,547 [39.1114]** 0.9485 
VFORX_2040 MSAAMMOR -0.003522 [-4.3357]** 1,467,721 [43.9677]** 0.9588 
ARCMX_2030 MSAAMMOR -0.003562 [-3.4075]** 1,090,008 [25.3698]** 0.8858 
VFIFX_2050 MSAAMMOR -0.003500 [-4.2388]** 1,460,705 [43.0502]** 0.9571 
LPRCX_2020 MSAAMMOR -0.007275 [-4.3416]**  0.995220 [14.4525]** 0.7156 
LPRDX_2030 MSAAMMOR -0.008543 [-4.7307]** 1,275,542 [17.1865]** 0.7806 
LPREX_2040 MSAAMMOR -0.009948 [-4.9939]** 1,511,468 [18.4629]** 0.8042 
LPRFX_2050 MSAAMMOR -0.010559 [-5.7880]** 1,658,835 [22.1266]** 0.8550 
SWCRX_2020 MSAAMMOR -0.002797 [-2.9490]** 1,038,381 [26.6448]** 0.8953 
SWDRX_2030 MSAAMMOR -0.004219 [-3.2015]** 1,323,205 [24.4330]** 0.8779 
SWERX_2040 MSAAMMOR -0.005006 [-3.4051]** 1,507,555 [24.9515]** 0.8824 
SWNRX_2050 MSAAMMOR -0.003867 [-2.0339]* 1,583,570 [16.2411]** 0.8626 
VPROX_2020 MSAAMMOR -0.005769 [-3.4042]** 1,067,405 [15.3276]** 0.7389 
ARDMX_2040 MSAAMMOR -0.004145 [-3.6418]** 1,290,333 [27.5886]** 0.9017 
VPRMX_2030 MSAAMMOR -0.006919 [-3.6452]** 1,336,979 [17.1408]** 0.7797 
VPRKX_2040 MSAAMMOR -0.008160 [-3.7423]** 1,571,490 [17.5385]** 0.7875 
VPRHX_2050 MSAAMMOR -0.007070 [-2.8156]** 1,598,995 [12.2567]** 0.7656 
MTNIX_2020 MSAAMMOR -0.007807 [-3.0603]** 1,044,835 [9.9666]** 0.5448 
MTPIX_2030 MSAAMMOR -0.009380 [-3.0460]** 1,326,756 [10.4844]** 0.5698 
MTTIX_2040 MSAAMMOR -0.011335 [-3.2774]** 1,672,450 [11.7669]** 0.6252 
MTYIX_2050 MSAAMMOR -0.010770 [-3.0306]** 1,723,329 [11.7998]** 0.6265 
BAPCX_2020 MSAAMMOR -0.005666 [-3.1160]** 1,025,224 [13.7187]** 0.6940 
BAPEX_2030 MSAAMMOR -0.007669 [-3.5965]** 1,314,712 [15.0037]** 0.7306 
BAPHX_2040 MSAAMMOR -0.008546 [-4.1286]** 1,537,995 [18.0803]** 0.7975 
ARFMX_2050 MSAAMMOR -0.004430 [-3.7755]** 1,396,116 [28.9526]** 0.9099 
BAPKX_2050 MSAAMMOR -0.007707 [-4.2934]** 1,549,599 [21.0065]** 0.8417 
MFLAX_2020 MSAAMMOR -0.002341 [-2.5633]*  0.908060 [24.1904]** 0.8758 
MLTAX_2030 MSAAMMOR -0.003584 [-4.3981]** 1,380,217 [41.2195]** 0.9534 
MLFAX_2040 MSAAMMOR -0.003980 [-4.5495]** 1,500,302 [41.7301]** 0.9545 
MFFSX_2050 MSAAMMOR -0.003610 [-3.7359]** 1,479,816 [34.5284]** 0.9445 
URTNX_2020 MSAAMMOR -0.003108 [-2.5744]*  0.816967 [16.4674]** 0.7657 
URTRX_2030 MSAAMMOR -0.004081 [-3.6920]** 1,124,247 [24.7500]** 0.8807 
URFRX_2040 MSAAMMOR -0.005287 [-5.0078]** 1,393,109 [32.1101]** 0.9255 
URFFX_2050 MSAAMMOR -0.005905 [-5.7720]** 1,561,752 [37.1450]** 0.9433 
TRRBX_2020 MSAAMMOR -0.003766 [-3.6873]** 1,257,337 [29.9568]** 0.9153 
AACTX_2020 MSAAMMOR -0.002732 [-2.5058]* 1,002,522 [22.3737]** 0.8578 
TRRCX_2030 MSAAMMOR -0.004339 [-4.0181]** 1,476,205 [33.2607]** 0.9302 
TRRDX_2040 MSAAMMOR -0.004694 [-4.1255]** 1,587,176 [33.9471]** 0.9328 
TRRMX_2050 MSAAMMOR -0.004552 [-4.2077]** 1,580,598 [35.5550]** 0.9384 
JTTAX_2020 MSAAMMOR -0.003554 [-4.9540]** 1,086,492 [36.8572]** 0.9424 
JSMAX_2030 MSAAMMOR -0.004843 [-5.5446]** 1,411,118 [39.3101]** 0.9490 
SMTAX_2040 MSAAMMOR -0.005376 [-5.7021]** 1,549,921 [40.0020]** 0.9507 
JTSAX_2050 MSAAMMOR -0.005563 [-5.4863]** 1,540,074 [36.9597]** 0.9427 
AAETX_2030 MSAAMMOR -0.003815 [-3.4151]** 1,342,030 [29.2350]** 0.9115 
AAGTX_2040 MSAAMMOR -0.003952 [-3.5878]** 1,400,138 [30.9328]** 0.9202 
AALTX_2050 MSAAMMOR -0.004006 [-3.5470]** 1,394,640 [30.0480]** 0.9158 
AGLAX_2020 MSAAMMOR -0.004175 [-2.3055]*  0.686878 [9.2291]** 0.5065 
L_2020 SPTD2020  0.002060 [5.7825]**  0.841383 [59.5105]** 0.9771 
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L_2030 SPTD2030  0.002343 [6.9766]**  0.862776 [79.4281]** 0.9870 
L_2040 SPTD2040  0.002447 [7.1615]**  0.892470 [89.9584]** 0.9898 
L_2050 SPTD2050  0.001499 [0.8187]  0.642314 [12.6755]** 0.6594 
ARBMX_2020 SPTD2020 -0.001080 [-1.2344]  0.872301 [25.1219]** 0.8838 
ABLAX_2030 SPTD2030 -0.003579 [-2.0012]*  0.753504 [13.0279]** 0.6716 
AVSAX_2040 SPTD2040 -0.004997 [-2.3409]*  0.912693 [14.7268]** 0.7232 
ASNAX_2050 SPTD2050 -0.005675 [-2.4884]*  0.944642 [14.9657]** 0.7296 
PTYAX_2020 SPTD2020 -0.003415 [-2.1921]*  0.561929 [9.0919]** 0.4990 
PEHAX_2030 SPTD2030 -0.003936 [-2.2569]*  0.595231 [10.5534]** 0.5730 
POFAX_2040 SPTD2040 -0.004622 [-2.4457]*  0.683299 [12.4540]** 0.6514 
PFYAX_2050 SPTD2050 -0.004724 [-2.5120]*  0.722636 [13.8830]** 0.6990 
VTWNX_2020 SPTD2020  0.000180 [0.2577] 1,001,396 [36.0323]** 0.9399 
VTHRX_2030 SPTD2030  0.000222 [0.3443] 1,006,273 [48.3544]** 0.9657 
VFORX_2040 SPTD2040  0.000181 [0.2900] 1,021,071 [56.3450]** 0.9745 
ARCMX_2030 SPTD2030 -0.000915 [-0.9762]  0.846918 [27.9302]** 0.9038 
VFIFX_2050 SPTD2050  0.000202 [0.3236]  0.969465 [56.1726]** 0.9744 
LPRCX_2020 SPTD2020 -0.005159 [-3.3642]**  0.964110 [15.8449]** 0.7515 
LPRDX_2030 SPTD2030 -0.005444 [-3.1983]**  0.990736 [17.9970]** 0.7960 
LPREX_2040 SPTD2040 -0.006133 [-3.2581]** 1,051,119 [19.2336]** 0.8167 
LPRFX_2050 SPTD2050 -0.006352 [-3.7581]** 1,100,402 [23.5216]** 0.8696 
SWCRX_2020 SPTD2020 -0.000540 [-0.6665]  0.995257 [30.9847]** 0.9204 
SWDRX_2030 SPTD2030 -0.001019 [-0.8761] 1,030,711 [27.3889]** 0.9004 
SWERX_2040 SPTD2040 -0.001239 [-0.9726] 1,054,967 [28.5207]** 0.9074 
SWNRX_2050 SPTD2050 -0.001404 [-0.9773] 1,105,754 [21.7778]** 0.9186 
VPROX_2020 SPTD2020 -0.003477 [-2.2267]* 1,029,188 [16.6112]** 0.7688 
ARDMX_2040 SPTD2040 -0.000907 [-0.9202]  0.900711 [31.4665]** 0.9227 
VPRMX_2030 SPTD2030 -0.003708 [-2.1312]* 1,045,674 [18.5801]** 0.8062 
VPRKX_2040 SPTD2040 -0.004248 [-2.1310]* 1,102,370 [19.0452]** 0.8138 
VPRHX_2050 SPTD2050 -0.004811 [-2.1943]* 1,113,226 [14.1893]** 0.8140 
MTNIX_2020 SPTD2020 -0.005602 [-2.3245]* 1,015,759 [10.6227]** 0.5762 
MTPIX_2030 SPTD2030 -0.006197 [-2.1083]* 1,038,173 [10.9212]** 0.5897 
MTTIX_2040 SPTD2040 -0.007164 [-2.1768]* 1,171,616 [12.2626]** 0.6443 
MTYIX_2050 SPTD2050 -0.006427 [-1.8915] 1,147,616 [12.2028]** 0.6421 
BAPCX_2020 SPTD2020 -0.003463 [-2.0384]*  0.988091 [14.6578]** 0.7213 
BAPEX_2030 SPTD2030 -0.004514 [-2.2761]* 1,028,673 [16.0365]** 0.7560 
BAPHX_2040 SPTD2040 -0.004706 [-2.4754]* 1,076,811 [19.5095]** 0.8210 
ARFMX_2050 SPTD2050 -0.000908 [-0.9096]  0.929239 [33.6162]** 0.9316 
BAPKX_2050 SPTD2050 -0.003819 [-2.3798]* 1,034,763 [23.2980]** 0.8674 
MFLAX_2020 SPTD2020 -0.000372 [-0.4698]  0.871365 [27.7080]** 0.9024 
MLTAX_2030 SPTD2030 -0.000208 [-0.3013] 1,068,049 [47.8204]** 0.9650 
MLFAX_2040 SPTD2040 -0.000191 [-0.2692] 1,042,993 [50.7175]** 0.9687 
MFFSX_2050 SPTD2050 -0.000264 [-0.3828]  0.991184 [48.0250]** 0.9705 
URTNX_2020 SPTD2020 -0.001294 [-1.1061]  0.774746 [16.6945]** 0.7705 
URTRX_2030 SPTD2030 -0.001287 [-1.1628]  0.861796 [24.0672]** 0.8747 
URFRX_2040 SPTD2040 -0.001733 [-1.7066]  0.962494 [32.6434]** 0.9277 
URFFX_2050 SPTD2050 -0.001917 [-2.0609]* 1,031,447 [40.0702]** 0.9508 
TRRBX_2020 SPTD2020 -0.001013 [-1.1514] 1,200,893 [34.3869]** 0.9344 
AACTX_2020 SPTD2020 -0.000548 [-0.5588]  0.959838 [24.6591]** 0.8799 
TRRCX_2030 SPTD2030 -0.000755 [-0.8396] 1,147,098 [39.4469]** 0.9494 
TRRDX_2040 SPTD2040 -0.000709 [-0.7680] 1,107,443 [41.3484]** 0.9537 
TRRMX_2050 SPTD2050 -0.000559 [-0.6499] 1,051,142 [44.1291]** 0.9591 
JTTAX_2020 SPTD2020 -0.001194 [-2.3473]* 1,041,875 [51.6073]** 0.9698 
JSMAX_2030 SPTD2030 -0.001425 [-2.2266]* 1,098,095 [53.0444]** 0.9713 
SMTAX_2040 SPTD2040 -0.001485 [-2.1427]* 1,081,504 [53.7505]** 0.9721 
JTSAX_2050 SPTD2050 -0.001679 [-2.1835]* 1,025,209 [48.1680]** 0.9655 
AAETX_2030 SPTD2030 -0.000541 [-0.5397] 1,040,073 [32.0704]** 0.9253 
AAGTX_2040 SPTD2040 -0.000411 [-0.4162]  0.972690 [33.8938]** 0.9326 
AALTX_2050 SPTD2050 -0.000466 [-0.4651]  0.924704 [33.3254]** 0.9305 




Table E: Benchmarks 
This Table reports the symbol (euphemisms used in text and tables), full name and management company of the used benchmarks.  
Symbol Full Name Company 
INC_BEN L Income Asset Allocation Benchmark Self-Developed 
L_2020_BENCHMARK L2020 Asset Allocation Benchmark Self-Developed 
L_2030_BENCHMARK L2030 Asset Allocation Benchmark Self-Developed 
L_2040_BENCHMARK L2040 Asset Allocation Benchmark Self-Developed 
L_2050_BENCHMARK L2050 Asset Allocation Benchmark Self-Developed 
EWI Equal Weighted Short Government Index Self-Developed 
MSAAMMOR Morningstar Moderate Target Risk TR USD Morningstar 
SPTD2020 S&P Target Date 2020 Index S&P Down Jones Indices LLC 
SPTD2030 S&P Target Date 2030 Index S&P Down Jones Indices LLC 
SPTD2040 S&P Target Date 2040 Index S&P Down Jones Indices LLC 
SPTD2050 S&P Target Date 2050 Index S&P Down Jones Indices LLC 
B7_10Y Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate Government – Treasury (7-10 years) Barclays Capital 
B10_20Y Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate Government – Treasury (10-20 years) Barclays Capital 
BB Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate Barclays Capital 
BB_US Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregation Total Return Value Unhedged USD Barclays Capital 
MSCI EAFA MSCI EAFA MSCI 
S&P 500 S&P 500 Standard & Poor’s 
DJ US Completion Dow Jones Total Stock Market US Completion Index Dow Jones 
 
